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xEvaluation of Pile Driving Lead Section 
Kadir Uslu
ABSTRACT
Driving piles constitute a large portion of the high-capacity foundations used
today.  They transfer structural loads to deep bearing strata when adequate surficial soils
are not available.  The mechanisms required to install these piles generally consist of a
hammer, hammer lead, a crane, and various support rigging.
This study focused on lead sections, specifically, one which was manufactured by
Berminghammer Foundation Equipment, Inc.  The dimensions and strength of a lead
section must be capable of supporting both the pile driving hammer and the longest
anticipated pile for a given site.   The strength of the section must be capable of
withstanding hundreds of tons in compression and bending.  If the lead  is operated in a
batter, (tilted forward, backward, or sideways) the weight of  the hammer and pile causes
much more bending than the vertical orientation.  The cross-section details for these long
steel sections vary from design to design but usually incorporate some form of bolt
group, pins, and steel alignment dowels.
This thesis focuses on the design, modeling, and testing of such a connection. The
motivation of the study stems from a company-wide incentive to standardize the
connections used to splice the Berminghammer C15-series lead section. In an effort to
verify a proposed connection design, Berminghammer Foundation Engineering solicited
xi
the University of South Florida to test a full-sized lead section to failure, while
monitoring the splice-connection performance.
1
Figure 1.1 Pile Driving Equipment
Chapter 1
  Introduction
1.1 Overview
Driven piles constitute a large portion of the high-capacity foundations used today.
They transfer structural loads to deep bearing strata when adequate surficial soils are not
available.  The mechanisms required to install these piles generally consist of a hammer,
hammer lead, a crane, and various support rigging.  Figure 1.1 shows the basic elements of
the pile driving equipment the sketch.
 
2This study focused on lead sections, specifically, one which was manufactured by
Berminghammer Foundation Equipment, Inc.  The dimensions and strength of a lead section
must be capable of supporting both the pile driving hammer and the longest anticipated pile
for a given site.  Hence, the common length can be from 25 to 55 feet; in exceptional cases,
it may reach 200 feet.  The strength of the section must be capable of withstanding hundreds
of tons in compression and bending.  If the lead  is operated in a batter, (tilted forward,
backward, or sideways) the weight of  the hammer and pile causes much more bending than
the vertical orientation.  As the extreme lengths cannot be readily trucked, the leads are
assembled on-site from a series of shorter segments (approximately 40 feet or less).  The
cross-section details for these long steel sections vary from design to design but usually
incorporate some form of bolt group, pins, and steel alignment dowels.
This thesis focuses on the design, modeling, and testing of such a connection. The
motivation of the study stems from a company-wide incentive to standardize the connections
used to splice the Berminghammer C-series lead section. In an effort to verify a proposed
connection design, Berminghammer Foundation Engineering solicited the University of
South Florida to test a full-sized lead section to failure, while monitoring the splice-
connection performance.
This study involved a literature search of pile-driving equipment and modeling of the
proposed section in both linear and non-linear range.  Full-scale testing of a proto-type
section was conducted and comparisons were made between the theoretical values with those
measured.
31.2 Organization      
The body of the thesis is organized into six chapters: this chapter (Chapter1) provides
the essence of the problem statement; Chapter 2, a literature review about pile driving;
Chapter 3, an overview of the experimental program;  Chapter 4, analysis of the
experimental results; Chapter 5, analytical modeling in ANSYS and Feap.  Finally,
conclusions are provided and discussed in Chapter 6.
4Chapter 2
  Literature Research
The installation of driven pile foundations started with man-powered drop hammers
that drove timber piles.  The effectiveness of pile foundations led to the evolution of
mechanized pile driving equipment.
The development of pile driving equipment evolved in various parts of the world and
this development depended mainly on the influence of the local ground conditions. For
example, the stiff clays of the Mid-Western states of the United States and the Great Lakes
region of Canada favored large diameter bored piles; as a result mobile rotary drilling
machines were developed for their installation. By contrast, the presence of hard rock in the
shallow depths of the New York area favored the continuing development of the relatively
slender shell pile driven by an internal mandrel. The growth of the offshore oil industry in
many parts of the world necessitated the development of an entirely new range of massive
single acting steam hammers designed for driving large diameter steel piles guided by
tubular jacket structures.[1]
Modern pile driving equipment requires several primary components of which each
has multiple variations. These variations address different pile types, hammer types, hammer
components, crane connections, positioning equipment and lead sections.  A brief summary
of each is provided in this chapter.
52.1  Pile Types
                      Deep foundations are synonymous with piles to the extent that they both encompass
cast-in-place and precast concrete as well as timber and a multitude of steel sections.  Cast-
in-place systems include all forms of bored piles such as drilled shafts, auger-cast in-situ
piles (continuous flight auger piles), Frankie piles, etc.   In the United States, the term pile
has the connotation of driven pile, which is the focus of this study.[19]
2.1.1  Concrete Piles
Driven concrete piles are used in all environments.  They are relatively corrosion
resistant and are the only long-term foundation found in marine environments.  Therein,
prestressed piles have proven durable for numerous decades of service with the exception
of certain acid organic soils, concrete piles are considered, to be permenant. They are limited
to under 200 ft. in length due to weight and practicality. 
Pre-cast sections encompass all concrete driven piles that are “cast”
(fabricated/poured) in a specialized form-work prior to installation.  These sections include
reinforced, prestressed, and post tensioned concrete with numerous cross-sectional
variations.  
2.1.1.1  Reinforced Concrete  
Piles are produced and cured in specified lengths and transfered to the construction
site. Precast piles may be made with ordinary reinforcement and are designed to resist
bending stress during lifting and transporting to the site.  Likewise, they must resist bending
moments from lateral loads and provide sufficient resistance to vertical loads as well as any
tension loads developed during driving.  [14]  Figure 2.1
6Typically, the reinforced steel in a normal reinforced concrete pile makes up 1-3%
of a cross-section area of the pile.  Driving stresses include both tensile and compressive
loads which can diminish the integrity of the pile.  The required reinforcement must
adequately reduce the chances of tensile fracture. 
2.1.1.2  Prestressed Square or Round Piles
The term prestressed in actuality refers to the state of the concrete prior to any form
of loading.  As such, it includes both prestressed steel and post tensioned steel, which further
specify the state of the steel relative to when the concrete was poured and cured.  Therein,
“prestressed” concrete has the connotation of all concrete sections cast and cured around
stretched steel.  “Post-tensioned” concrete implies that some form of duct work is cast into
the concrete during fabrication.  This duct provides a pathway for the placement of
reinforcing steel, after the concrete is cured.  The steel is then stretched by jacking against
and precompressing the concrete.  Grout, which is then injected into the ducts, cures and
then provides a backup mechanism to maintain the precompression should the primary
anchorage fail.
 In “prestressed” piles, high strength steel(fult=1700-1860MPa) and prestressed cables
are brought to a value on the order of 0.5 to 0.7 fult (800-1000MPa).  This steel makes up
between 0.5 and 1 % of the cross-sectional area.   After hardening/curing, the prestressed
cables are cut, and the tension from the cable produces compressive stress in the concrete
pile as the steel attempts to return to its un-stretched length.  The piles are shortened under
the initial prestress compression load, Pi, and concrete undergoes creep, which causes some
relaxation in the steel.  Since these prestress losses cannot be evaluated precisely, a lump
7sum loss value of 240MPa is accepted.  The stress range in the steel is 500-700MPa.  The
goal is to produce a  final compressive stress in the concrete  from prestressing on the order
of 4-6MPa.   This allows the concrete to resist tensile stresses during driving up to the sum
of prestress and the concrete tensile strength (4-6MPa+fe).  Given the control in fabrication,
high strength concrete (35-55Mpa) can be used with confidence.  
The allowable design load Pa based on the pile material for prestressed piles and
prestress loss due to load and creep can be computed as: Pa = Ag (0.33f`c - 0.27fpe)
Where Ag is gross total area, fpe is effective prestress after all losses (roughly 5MPa
is typical).
Another important issue is placement of picking points for prestressed piles since the
computed bending stress is  f = M/S < fpe where M can vary according to the pick points.
If this concern is satisfied the pile should not develop excessive tension stress during either
handling or driving.  “Prestressed” piles are usually no greater than 30" in dimension.[14]
2.1.1.3   Concrete Cylinder Pile (Post Tensioned)
             In contrast, “post-tensioned” cylinder piles can have an enormous range up to 72"
due to the  large inner diameter which reduces humidity weight tremendously.  These piles
result in high density concrete with the highest quality.  Also these  piles are manufactured
in 16 feet in length using the spinning method of fabrication.  Figure 2.2 The 16 feet length
cylinders are then prestressed together with  low relaxation prestressing strands to form
cylinder piles up to over 100 feet long. The effective prestress in the piles should be 1,200
psi and prestressing steel should be 7-wires strand, grade 1860 meeting the requirements of
ASTM A416M.   Also, minimum concrete strength should be  7,000 psi at 28 days, and all
8pile reinforcement and dowels used in pile connections and build-ups should  be epoxy
coated to meet the requirements.  Material used to abut the joint surfaces of individual
sections shall be an epoxy resin resistant to exposure and weathering, meeting the
requirements of ASTM C881, Type I, Grade 3, class suitable for use at the ambient
temperature at time of its application.  Compressive strength of the cured epoxy at 28 days
shall not be less than the minimum specified 28 day compressive strength of the
concrete(7000psi).
          The advantageous of this type of pile is generally less permeable than reinforced
concrete piles and may be expected to exhibit superior performance in a  marine
environment. Also, hard steel points (fixed or attachable driving shoes) can be used at the
toe of jointed piles for protection when penetrating soils containing boulders, or in weak
rock.[22]
2.1.2    Steel Piles
            Steel has a great advantages as a material in pile driving.  The high strength of steel
gives high resistance in bending, lateral loading, and heavy compression.  There is almost
no depth to which a steel pile cannot be driven with proper equipment and consideration to
buckling.  As such, most deep water oil rigs are founded on either steel piles or anchored to
the sea bottom with some kind of anchor.  The deterioration of steel piles from corrosion is
the most serious factor to be considered when using steel.  Therefore, steel piles are not used
for long-term marine exposure. However, there are various ways to minimize the adverse
effects of corrosive environments such as painting, encasing with concrete, adding copper
to the steel, and cathodic protection.[20]   
9The most common usage of steel piles are pipe and H-section types.  The former are
extensively used in underpinning work with small diameters and the latter in situations
where upheaval of the surrounding soil would damage the adjoining property, or where very
deep penetration is required though loose or medium-dense sands.[21] 
2.1.2.1   Steel Pipe Pile
            Pipe piles are either welded or seamless steel piles.  They can be driven either open
end or closed end. Figure 2.3  In both cases, they can be filled with concrete after
installation.  However, open-ended pipe piles are not filled with concrete as they often fill
with soil during driving.  In some instances, the upper portion of pipe piles (open or closed
ended) may be cast into a footing which will require some form of dowel connection.
An open-end pile is also considered a small volume displacement pile; however, a plug
forms inside at a depth one or more meters below the outside ground level- from the
combination of inside perimeter friction and the driving vibration.  This plug is invisible
during driving due to pile cap and hammer interference until the pile reaches its final driving
depth.  The sub-soil layer may be remolded based on the volume of the plug.  Also, open end
pipe piles have an advantage of surface entry as it can break up boulders encountered by
either using chopping, drilling, or blasting, and remove the rock fragments. 
Splicing in pipe piles is done the same way as steel columns, by either welding or
bolting.  In general, slices are prefabricated (and patented) splice connectors.  There are two
types of connections, which are either inside or outside sleeves to connect the two pipes.  If
the sleeve is located inside first, the top of the lower pipe and the bottom of the upper pipe
should be fully welded while the sleeve is inside, or the sleeve can be placed on the lower
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pipe and the upper pile can be placed in through the sleeve.  Generally, these types of splices
provide extra strength against compression, tension, bending, and shear.  [14]
2.1.2.2    Steel HP, W Piles          
              In the job market, steel piles have three types that differ mainly in thickness of
flange and web .  The flange and web of HP piles have equal thickness.  The flange is thicker
than the web in W  shape piles.  The HP type  is the most common pile type used in existing
job market.  Figure 2.4
Flange and web have an effect on displacement.  An HP pile`s section does not have
a large area and it generates only a small volume displacement.  Since HP piles are
extremely rigid, they will either break or displace boulders should they encounter them.  
Other characteristics of piles include splices.  Splices in HP piles can be prefabricated
from two channels of adequate length back to back with a short space where the top pile
section rests.  The splices are then welded to the web.  If the top steel pile is adequately
embedded in the cap (150mm or more), special load transfer plates are not needed.  If
embedment is limited for special purposes, the steel plates can be welded on top of the pile
to assist in the load transfer and ensure that the pile and pile cap act together. 
HP piles may require reinforcement to penetrate hard soils with boulders to prevent
excessive tip damage.  These tips are more economical due to the associated labor and
fabrication costs except in isolated cases where only one or two tips might be needed.  
The major problem with steel piles is corrosion.  Piles exposed to saltwater or effluents with
a pH much above 9.5 or a  pH below 4 will require protection like painting, concrete
encasement, and for splices, a larger section can be used in a corrosive zone.  There are also
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newer grades of high strength and copper alloy steels, which are two or three times more
resistive against corrosion than A36 grade steel. 
 The allowable design load for steel pile is:  Pa=Apfs, where Ap is cross-section area,
and fs is allowable steel stress in range of 0.33 to 0.5xfy (according to code or
specification).[14]
2.1.3    Sheet Piles
             There are four types of sheet piles according to its material, which are timber, steel,
reinforced concrete, and a combination of these materials.  Figure 2.5
2.1.3.1    Timber Sheet Piling
             Timber sheet piling is sometimes used as a free standing wall whose height is less
than 3m, and is mostly used for temporarily braced sheeting to prevent cave-ins during the
deep water and sewer line installations.  When it is used as a permanent structure, a
preservative treatment is necessary, even though the maximum life of treated timber sheet
piles are 10 to 15 years.  Timber sheet piles can also be used as low walls when treated with
wood preservatives along the water front.  Eventually the wall is covered by sand from the
tidal action, and with the proper treatment the wood will last long enough to accomplish the
purpose of wall.  The soil type is very important for timber piling because during driving,
a cap may be necessary to reduce tip damage.  If the soil is hard, gravelly, in order to avoid
tip damage water jet can be used to predrilled a hole to reduce the driving resistance.[14]
2.1.3.2    Steel Sheet Piling 
           Steel sheet piling is the most common type because of its many advantages. It can
resist high driving stresses developed in hard or rocky soil; it is relatively light and practical
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to move; it can be reused several times; its service life is relatively long; it is very easy and
practical in usage; and it may be extended by either welding or bolting.  Moreover, steel
piling joints are less apt to deform when wedged full with soil and small stones during
driving.
There are different connection details for sheet piling such as ball socket, thumb and
finger.[14]  There are also different types of sections that are used depending upon the
varying strengths.  For instance Z sections are used where the large bending moment requires
a large moment of inertia or section modulus.  Besides that, if the stiffness capacity of Z
becomes insufficient for driving, the box section or the soldier Z pile combination can be
used.
            2.1.3.3   Concrete Sheet Piling
                      These can be precast concrete members with a tongue and groove joint.  Since they
have a huge mass, handling and driving stresses must be taken in to account.  The points are
cast with a bevel, which tends to wedge the pile being driven against the previously driven
pile.  Dimensions are generally very bulky; therefore while driving they will displace a huge
volume of soil.  As a result, concrete piles are not competitive like steel sheet piles unless
they are produced somewhere besides on the job site.[14]
2.1.3.4 Composite Sheet Piles
Sometimes walls can be constructed using a combination of two materials; for
example soldier- wood lagging, or soldier beams of the same width along with sheet piling,
which can be used between the spacing.  For corrosion protection, one might encase the
upper part of steel sheet piling in concrete after it is driven, with the concrete extending from
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below the water line to the pile top.  The lower part of sheeting can be steel for durability,
but the upper part can composed of wood or concrete.  As an other example of the general
application of waterfront walls is composite constructions which are a composition of soldier
beams and sheet piles or build up box pile sections.[14]
            2.1.4    Timber Piles
              Timber piles are made of tree trunks with their branches carefully trimmed off, and
usually treated with a preservative, and driven with the small end although sometimes large
ends are used in very soft soil. Timber piles are used mostly in North America, China, and
Scandinavia.  Because of their flexibility and lightness, timber piles are used for temporary
works especially in Great Britain. If timber is repeatedly not exposed to moisture or to
extremely low-humidity, they can have a long life, but unfortunately it is difficult to
maintain them under those adverse conditions.  Adding to this difficulty are the effects of
insect and fungi damage to the wood. Therefore, care in selection and treatment can decrease
the frequency of  attacks and the resulting damage. Examples of suitable timber include
douglas fir, parana, pitch pine, larch, and western red cedar are in the soft wood class, and
greenheart, jarrah, opepe, teak, and European oak are in the hardwood class. When assessing
types, driving depths below the ground level may require concrete or creosote protection.
The New York Foundation Code permits safe working stresses of 5.9N/mm2 on the net area
of cedar. Norway pine, spruce, and other similar woods are 8.3 N/mm2. In hard soils, in
order to prevent pile damage during driving, a shoe is required. In difficult driving
conditions, jetting or pre boring a hole for the pile could be adapted rather than risking the
undetected splitting or breakage of piles below the ground level. The average length is
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between 6 to 15 m. Timber piles may be spliced if longer lengths are required. Avoiding
middle splicing is advised since sagging and distortion is maximum in the middle of the
length. [15] 
            2.2   Hammer Types
                        In pile driving, it is important to select a piling hammer. In order to select hammer
type, it is necessary to consider the weight of pile and characteristics of the ground in which
the pile is to be driven. Single-Acting and Double-Acting Hammers and Diesel Hammers
are effective on all soil types. Besides the value of energy per blow, the striking rate, fuel
consumption, and sometimes noise of pile driving affects the selection of the hammer type.
The value of energy per blow helps to assess the weight of the pile and the penetration of
pile or the ultimate resistance. The dynamic pile driving formula can help formulate the
rough assessment energy value at the time of driving. However, the manufacturer’s rated
energy per blow may not always be reliable. The efficiency of a hammer may be very low
if its maintenance is done poorly or it is operated improperly. Also, packing inserted between
pile and the hammer, and condition of packing material especially after a period of driving
affects the energy. The rate of striking of a hammer depends on the resistance of the pile,
head packing condition and pressure of the stem or  air pressure. The manufacturers
maximum striking rate is based on hard driving resistance when the hammer or ram tends
to bounce on well maintained equipment.[1]
Five types of hammers exist for driving piles.. These are: Drop Hammer, Steam and
Diesel Hammers, Vibratory Hammers, Pneumatic Hammers or Air Hammers, Hydraulic
Hammers, and other types.
15
                              2.2.1   Drop Hammers
                        The mass for Drop Hammers is between 3 to 5 tons for driving precast concrete
piles, but for timber it is between 1 to 3 tons.  The cross-section of hammers is normally 0.4
m2. The mass can be one or two times more than total weight of the pile, and the minimum
mass should be at least 3 tons for 20-25 meter concrete piles. Also, for very long concrete
piles the rate should be 30-40 times more than weight of pile per meter, preferably 4-5 tons.
For timber piles, the mass should exceed twice the weight of the pile, the helmet and the
follower, and the longer the hammer, the more concentrically the strike.[11] Figure 2.6
            2.2.2   Steam and Diesel Hammers
                  Steam and Diesel Hammers are not convenient to use for soft clays. The mass is
supposed to be larger than half of the total pile weight. The stem pressure is used in a Single-
Acting Steam Hammer to lift the ram that falls freely on the pile. The stream pressure also
can be used for the downward stroke of the hammer, which is called the Double–Acting
Steam Hammer. In Double-Acting Steam Hammer, the striking velocity and blow intensity
increases the penetration resistance of the pile. While driving, if the pile reaches the rocks,
the blow intensity increases two-fold.  As a result, the pile can be damaged, and the average
blow rate is 40 to 60 blows/min. The Diesel Hammers is slow in soft clay where the driving
resistance is low, and the next blow does not start. Therefore, the Diesel Hammers are
preferable for cohesionless soil (sandy or silty soils or granular soils like gravel) and stiff
clays.  Also when driving is done from a floating barge it is advantageous to use diesel
hammers.[11] Figure 2.7a-b-c
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2.2.3   Vibratory   Hammers
                         Vibratory Hammers are generally used in loose or medium-dense granular soil.
The Vibratory Hammers are used to drive both concrete and steel pile under difficult soil
conditions (primarily in gravel, sand and silt). In loose medium dense gravel the vibratory
hammers are more beneficial to use. The ultimate bearing capacity of the piles in sand,
driven by vibratory hammer is approximately one-half of the bearing capacity of driven piles
by drop hammers for the same depth. The Vibratory Hammers are relatively less noisy and
have a higher penetration rate, especially in cohesionless soils (sand and gravel). On the
other hand, there are some disadvantages in the connections between vibratory hammers and
piles.  In addition the Vibratory Hammers always need special heavy equipment in order to
be handled and lifted.[11] Figure 2.8a-b
2.2.4    Pneumatic Hammers or Air Hammers
Generally, Pneumatic Hammers or Air Hammers are used primarily to drive
 rails and redrive the piles. The efficiency of Pneumatic Hammers is to a large extent
dependent upon the air consumption. The rate is 100 to 300 blows per minute.[11]Figure 2.9
2.2.5   Hydraulic Hammers
The biggest advantages of hydraulic hammers are relatively low noise level and high
efficiency.  While Pneumatic Hammers are used, noise is a serious problem, therefore
different methods are employed to reduce the noise levels. Hydraulic Hammers are much
more efficient in controlling noise.  [11] Figure 2.10
2.2.6   Jetting Piles
Water jetting is used to displace the granular soil from beneath the toe of the pile,
then the pile can be driven into the hole formed by jetting and therefore a hammer may not
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be necessary.  Jetting is ineffective for clay soil; however, it is very useful for large gravel
and cobbles.  The most effective method is central jetting pile, which helps the pile not to
deviate off line.  Nevertheless, the combination of jetting and hammering can be used in the
sand and gravel and sometimes air can be used for jetting instead of water.  The nozzle size
of jetting is among the 25,50,75mm(1,2,3in), and the quantity of water required for jetting
a pile of 250 to 350mm (10 to 14in) in size range from 15 to 60lt/s(200 to 800gal/min) for
fine sands through sandy gravel.  Required pump pressure is supposed to be at least 5bars
(75lb/in2).  Open-ended steel tubular piles and box piles can be jetted by a pipe operated
between the flanges.  Larger diameter tubular piles can have ring of peripheral jetting pipes,
but the resulting pile fabrication costs are high.  In some cases large volumes of water used
in jetting may cause problems to occur such as a loss of skin friction.  Jetting should be
stopped above the final penetration level, and the remaining depth, which is around one
meter (three feet) which could be driven by a hammer. Jetting method is best suited for
granular, overburden to end bearing rock or some other material resistant to erosion by wash
water.  Figure 2.11  
2.2.7   Other Types of Hammers -Fondatec
Other types of pile driving hammers include compound hammer, the air-gun , the
linear oscillator, and  the vibratory-impact hammer.
The compound hammer utilizes compressed air and stem to raise the ram and to
accelerate its fall and its construction is similar to that of the hydraulic differential hammer.
On the down stroke, no additional motive fluid enters the cylinder; the downward
accelerating force results from the expansion of the air or steam above the piston acting on
the differential area.
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The air-gun type utilizes a sudden injection of highly compressed air to raise the
hammer ram within a cylinder. Upon reaching the top of its stroke, the ram is allowed to fall
free to impact upon the driving anvil. This type was developed for under water operations.
The linear oscillator type of hammer gets its energy from the rapid short-stroke
vertical oscillations of a piston or ram operating in a cylinder. In general, hydraulic power
oscillates the piston and sometimes the hydraulic power is controlled by an electrical system.
Some types of hammers` stroke and frequency can be varied to adjust to driving conditions.
Also, there is another type of hammer which utilizes compressed air instead of hydraulic
fluids, and a floating piston bouncing on a cushion of air. This prolongs the force
application, which is a characteristic similar to that of the diesel hammer.
The vibratory-impact hammer utilizes both vibrations and direct impact to achieve
pile penetration and is powered by electric energy.[2]
2.3    Hammer to Pile Details
Details that can found between the hammer and pile include helmets, driving caps,
dollies, packing, and safety gates.  Each of these details are essential for the overall
efficiency of pile driving.  
2.3.1    Helmets, Dolly, Packing,  Driving Cap, Pile Gate
A cast steel helmet can be  placed over on a pile head to hold the resilient dolly and
packing, which are interposed between the hammer and the pile to prevent the shattering of
the latter at the head.  Figure 2.12a-b-c-d Another factor  is that  the helmet should fit around
the pile loosely so that  the pile can rotate without binding on the helmet.  
 The Dolly is placed in a square recess in the top of the helmet.  It is square at the
base and rounded on the top.  It can consist of either an elm block for easy driving or an
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hardwood block such as oak, greenheart, pynkado or hickory for hard driving.  This Dolly
is set into the helmet and onto the grain.  Dollies can also be plastic.  Plastic dollies are
especially more suitable for hard driving concrete and steel piles.  In addition, plastic dollies
can withstand more than other dollies in much heavier driving.  A third type of dolly (not
wood or plastic) is micarta, which consists of a phenolic resin reinforced with laminations
of cross grain cotton canvas. The laminate layers can be bonded to aluminum plates or
placed between a top steel plate and a bottom hardwood pad.   
Packing can be placed between the helmet and the pile head to cushion further  blows
to the concrete.  Packing can consist of coiled rope, hessian packing, thin timber sheets,
coconut matting, or sawdust in bags.  While driving, packing should be inspected, to check
for any losses of resilience.
Driving caps are used for the heads of steel piles.  Their purpose is to protect the
hammers more than steel pile.  The undersides of driving caps for box and H section piles
have projecting lugs to get into the head of the pile.  These projections are multiple and they
are designed to fit piles over a range of diameters.  The projections include jaws to engage
the mating hammers.[1]  Pile gates lock  the base of the pile in the leads, and they  hold the
pile rigidly parallel to the  lead column.  In most cases the pile gate eliminates the need for
a separate  pile template or false work.  Figure 2.13a-b-c-d   
2.4      Positioning Equipment
Positioning equipment mainly include piling frames, trestle guides, and vertical lead
sections.  These positioning equipment are classified into these three types due to their
usage.  While a wide variety of positioning equipment was used in the past, today some of
them would not be considered efficient and are not used.  
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2.4.1     Piling Frames
The essential part of piling frames are piling leads, which are stiff members of solid,
channel, box, or tubular section held by a lattice or tubular mast that is in turn supported at
the base by a movable carriage and at the upper level by backstays. The latter can be
adjusted in length by a truly vertical position or be raked forwards, backwards, and
sideways. Piling leads guide the pile to its correct alignment from the stage of its first
pitching in position to its final penetration. It also carries the hammer and maintains it in
position co-axially with the pile. Whereas piling frames are mounted on elevated staging,
extension leads can be bolted to the bottom of the main lead in order to permit piles to be
driven below the level of the base frame. The Piling Winch is mounted on the base frame,
and could be double or multiple drums which can handle hammer and lifting  pile.  This
piling winch can carry out the duties of operating the traveling, slewing and raking gear on
the rig.  
A different type of piling frame is German manufactured Menck tubular frames,
which have a single box section lead and frames made in five sizes with useful heights
ranging from 57 ft (17.5m) to 115 ft (35m).  These piling leads can move forward and
backward and sideways and carry 20 tons hammer with ram.  Other piling frames include
German Delmag Piling frame tubular and latticed tubular frames which have sizes that range
between (25ft) 7.5m to 18.4m(60ft) and Swedish Akermanns M14-5P, which is 21m (69ft)
high and operates a five-ton drop hammer. 
 Its lead can be adjusted by hydraulic rams to forward and backward rakes of 26 and
45 degrees respectively.  The German Menck and Delmag piling frames are lighter and easy
to erect. 
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Piling frames can be designed for specific purposes.  For example, the
American–designed  “moon beam” frame is used for driving raking piles for jetty structures.
A flat angle (1in 2.4 ) is possible and a sideways rake prevents the piling frame from
becoming locked to the pile on a rising tide, which can happen when driving from a pontoon-
mounted rig with only a backward or forward rake.   [1]
2.4.2   Trestle Guides
           A trestle guide functions as a lead.  A pile is held at two points known as gates, and
the trestle is moved from one group to another group by a crane..  Trestle guides can be used
in conjunction with piling frames. The pile, which is  placed and held by a crane, is driven
to penetration level.  The trestle’s leg keeps the pile in the alignment. Trestle guides are
useful if there are rows of driven piles at close centers simultaneously; therefore, these trestle
guides are mostly used for wall foundations.
2.4.3   Vertical Leads
The primary purpose of pile driving leads is to hold the pile in position and the
hammer and pile in axial alignment. Leads should be fitted with extensions to permit, when
necessary, the hammer to operate below the bottom of the leaders. Pile driving 
leads should be sufficiently rigid and fixed to hold the pile firmly in its required position and
in axial alignment with the pile-driving hammer. Lightweight or free-swinging leads can
permit the pile to drift off location and out of the required alignment. Eccentric hammer
blows could also result in producing driving stresses higher than the yield or ultimate
strength of the pile material with it resulting in bending, spelling or braking. [2]
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The usual practice of crane-supported vertical leads is to link the leaders to the head
of the crane jib and to control their vertical or backward or forward rake by means of
adjustable stays near the foot of the leads.  The average height of leads are 19.0m(62 ft) and
21.9m (72 ft) and carry approximately 3 tons mass of hammer.[1]
Vertical leads are designed and manufactured by different companies because their
usage can be different and different countries seem to prefer certain types of leads.  For
instance, U-Type lead sections are used in the United States of America more than Europe
and Canada, and Berminghammer designed leads which have “II”,”C”, and “Box” sections
are considered European type leads.[6] The classifications which are done by manufacturers
according to section design are listed  below.
The first group is the Berminghammer New Designed “C” Section Leads. As a
“Vertical Travel Lead,” a new lead column had been designed and produced by this
company.  The “C-12” and “C15” leads, which are enhanced in strength,  are new designed
lead columns that are considered lighter but with similar construction to the “C-18” lead. 
The “C-12” is also a new designed section compared with L-12A lead, which is the older
version.  The “C-15” is similar in weight to the H-12 and lighter than “H-12A.”At the same
time, it is stronger than either of older sections. Also this new section is considered to
replace the H-type lead section, and properties of these sections are included in the Appendix
A3.
           The second group is the Berminghammer New Designed “II” Section Leads.  The
new Vertical Travel Lead “II-21” and “II-22” sections were designed to accommodate long,
heavy piles and heavy hammers, and the properties of these sections are below.  Appendix
A3.
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The third group is the Berminghammer New Designed “Box 26” Section Leads.
These  Vertical Travel Leads are very similar with U-Type leads, which are designed by
HPSI, Pile Equipment, and Pileco. The 26 inches section incorporates a continuous rear track
to provide for raising and lowering of the lead column through the upper slide on the front
end of the kicker. This rear track does not function as an integral part of the lead structural
design. The lower section of a lead incorporates a continuous rear track on the lead center
line for engagement of the lower slide safety stop. In designing leads, the stiffness of joints
and the lateral rigidity are made to withstand side batter applications and lead swivel rotation
is very important, and needs to be meticulously considered. The Berminghammer lead
includes a hammer/auger track on the front face, a slide track on the rear face and man
–access ladder rungs on both sides with a safety belt fastening points throughout the length.
Other lead manufacturer companies especially HPSI, Ple Equipment, Vulcan have
their own U-type which is very similar to Box-Type of Berminghammer. The sizes are quite
similar, but each lead is their own design and there are some differences in sizes. Also all
these leads are available in range of sizes to fit all standard pile hammers. Strength,
lightweight of tubular steel construction, bolt connection strength, and quality of welding are
all significant factors in the manufacturing of leads. Leads are designed in varying lengths
from 10` to 30`.  Some types of leads are U, box, and C series.  An example of a vertical lead
from the C-series, specifically C-15, is the Vertical Travel Lead, designed by
Berminghammer. The purpose of designing this lead is to multiply the functions of the lead
and make pile driving more efficient without decreasing the strength capacity of the hammer.
The functions of the VTL by Berminghammer can be summarized as follows: 
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 a-  The entire lead column can be independently raised and lowered in any of batter
position.
 b- The leads can be raised before driving a pile, which allows for the driving of
longer piles 
            c-   The leads allows the hammer to be guided  to cut-off elevation regardless of
boom angle.
  d-  Leads can be lifted clear of obstructions.
  e-  The leads allow the  crane to sit on the ground higher than pile area.
  f-   Pile hammers may be mounted by first rising and then lowering the lead track
into the hammer guides, eliminating the need to use a hole in the ground or to unbolt  the
hammer guides.”[4]
We can classify crane-supported vertical leads into three main groups according to
their usage and design:
a.  Caisson type : These types are used for installing concrete cylinder piles and steel
pipe piles in marine construction. Various models are available for pile sizes up to 48’’(
inches) diameter. For pile sizes over 48” diameter (dia), special adaptors can be
manufactured, or for specific large diameter, a new lead can be manufactured.[5]
b.  Truss Type Lead Systems: Most of the contractors prefer this type because of
easier service access to the hammer and it is easier to adapt for sheet piling applications.
c.  U, Box, or C-Series Type Lead Systems: These types of leads can be used as free
swinging leads, fixed-extended  or  as vertical travel leads.
The characteristics of free swing lead systems Figure 2.12 include:
a-  They are useable with every crane of the right lifting capacity
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b-  They have same lead segments like fixed system except top and bottom section.
c-  They can also supported with hydraulic spotters
d-  They are very adaptable to different elevations and batter piles, but takes much
longer to position.
The characteristics of the fixed-extended Figure 2.13 lead system include:
a.  They are attachable to most of cranes by using a boom point–connector to the
existing crane boom tie or so called hammer head attached to the crane boom.
b.  They are designed to fit other model of hammers. 
c.  They can be interchangeable in order to permit  various length combinations.
d.  They can be positioned faster, and are well suited to level job site.
 Therefore, these leads are utilized with pin connectors for quick field assembly.
However each company has a different pin connection design for their own lead. 
Vertical Travel Lead (VTL) is combined the advantageous of fixed leads, fast and
accurate positioning, with the ability to adjust the height of the lead base up or down.  The
VTL  is connected to the boom by sliding connection which allows the lead to be elevated or
lowered.  The structural column of the VTL resist bending in forward, aft, and side batter
positions.  The hydraulic spotter is very rugged and transmit torque to the body of the crane
rather than boom.
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Figure 2.1 Concrete Piles 
Figure 2.2 Post-Tensioned Piles
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Figure 2.3 Steel Pipes
Figure 2.4 HP Steel Piles
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Figure 2.5 Sheet Piles
Figure 2.6 Diesel Hydraulic
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Figure 2.7 Vibratory Hammers
Figure 2.8 Mc Air Hammer
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Figure 2.9 Hydraulic Hammer
Figure 2.10 Driving caps and Helmets
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Figure 2.11 Pile Gate
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                                               Chapter 3 
                                         Experimental Program
3.1  Overview
This chapter discusses the experimental setup used to evaluate the performance of
a box-type lead section manufactured by Berminghammer Foundation Equipment in
Hamilton and Ontario.   The intent of the experiment was to determine the adequacy of a
new connection that utilizes both perimeter bolts and a centroidal solid steel spigot.  Therein,
the shear stresses are intended to be carried by the spigot and bending stresses by a
combination of the bolt group moment of inertia and the spigot bending strength.  The
determination of the balance of these two components and their relative contributions are
the focus of this test program.  
The holes in the lead have minor resistance to the effects of bending.  These holes
inside of the lead (in the channel sections) are there to reduce the weight  (They are probably
no more than the weight of welds.)  Coincidently, they are very handy for the installation of
the instrumentation.  The holes in the face, which faces the crane supporting the lead, are for
the safety stop on the kicker.  If the kicker is raised too high, the force on it from the lead
may want to push the kicker up the lead.  In this condition a spring loaded safety stop will
deploy into one of the holes in the back face of the lead. 
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The test specimen was fabricated and shipped to the University of South Florida by
the manufacturer on May 22, 2002.   The lead section, denoted as a model C15, was
fabricated from two C15 rolled steel sections on which two, 20” wide, 5/16” thick plates
were welded to form a box-type section.   The total lead length was 30ft long, comprised of
two 15ft pieces connected at the center point with the new connection type.  Figure 3.1 and
3.2 shows the details of the connection. Each hollow box section was strengthened with five
plates that were laterally oriented and welded to provide additional stiffness.  On each side
of the lead (in the C15 sections) and one of the two plate faces (Figure 3.3), holes were cut
not only to reduce weight but also, to provide ladder-type steps to aide in pile hammer access
in the field.   The fourth face was left uncut to provide the surface on which a hammer could
slide. 
3.2 Test Setup
As the axial capacity of the connection was not of any serious concern, a four-point
bending loading scheme was devised that would concentrate the bending stress in the region
adjacent to the connection.   The test specimen weighed 3330 lbs and required the use of
tractors and an overhead crane to facilitate its placement under the loading frame.  Figures
3.4 and 3.5 show the specimen being offloaded from the tractor-trailer, loaded into the
laboratory, and situated under the loading frame.
Installation on the lead section: As the hammer was moving up and down, the holes
on the lead helped the cable installation and proper movement of the hammer.  In this
experiment, the displacement of connection, which is in the middle of the lead, was
monitored.  
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The connection was designed in three parts.  These are two hollow lead sections,
connection parts which are a cylindrical section, and bolts and connection accessories. 
 Therefore, the two hollow lead sections had been connected together by bolts and
connection accessories and a solid cylindrical section was put into the hollow lead sections.
The connection was the most important part of this lead section.  
When the the four point bending load was applied (60in from the center connection
symmetrically) to the lead section (Figure 3.6), deformation was observed.  Figure 3.7 and
3.8 A load displacement curve up to 140,000lb (total load) linear deformation was observed.
After this point, nonlinear deformation was observed until 175,000 lb (total load).  However,
the connection of lead section yielded after 140,000 lb.  After the load had been removed
from the section, permanent deformation was observed which was 2.5 in the middle of the
lead section (connection).  Figure 3.9
          After the test had been completed, there were difficulties in the removal of the
bolts and nuts, which are on the tension side.  Deformation was not observed on two sides
and their top bolts.  There was plastic deformation on the spigot, which is located in the
leads.  This deformation was symmetrically around 1/16 in on both ends.  However, the face
of the lead sections had no plastic deformation due to slight yielding.  
In the experiment, 48 “CEA-06-125UR-120” type rosette type strain gages, six “STB
AD808FB” blocks, 3 LVDT, and as data acquisition system Megadac Expo 114AC were
used, and the experiment was completed in the structural laboratory at the University of
South Florida.
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3.3 Instrumentation
The lead consists of two main pieces and connection parts.  First, the cylindrical
section, which is an essential connection part was inserted into the half lead and affixed with
a screw; then the other half of the lead was attached on it and then connected with the other
half of lead with Hex HD1/2, bolts.  Four bolts were used for bottom and top, two for each
sides, so a total of 12 bolts were used for connection with their accessories.  This connection
is shown in the figure 3.10 and 3.11
The lead sat on two steel rollers (only Y direction was restricted, X and Mz were
free) and each roller was located 25 ins from each end of the lead.  Figure 3.12  On the spot
where the roller was located,  there was a vertical plate of lead, which was welded inside to
the lead to strengthen the stiffness of the lead.  Strain gages (CEA-06-125UR-120) were then
installed on each side in 12 spots on the lead; four spots were on the solid cylindrical section
and connected cables to six “STB AD808FB” blocks, then these blocks were connected to
the computer through megadac.
3.3.1  Strain Gages
3.3.1.1   Strain Gage Specifications 
CEA gages are widely used in experimental stress analyses and in this experiment
the CEA-06-125UR-120 was used to measure the strain values.  Resistance in ohms at 24
deg C is 120.0+0.4% or 120.0-0.4%, and gage factor at 24 ° C is 2.075+1.0% or 2.075-1.0%.
Transverse sensitivity was at 24 ° C and 50%H.  These gages were supplied with fully
encapsulated grid and exposed copper-coated integral solder tabs.  Operating temperature
range was from –100 to 350 ° F (-75 to 175 °  C), and strain limits were approximately 5%
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for gage length 1/8 in (3.2mm) and larger; approximately   3% for gage lengths.  Their
exposed area was 0.08x0.06 in (2.0x1.5 mm) and 45° single plane rosettes.
The definition of CE A-06-125 UR-120 strain gage that used in this experiment. [13]
           CE:  Thin, flexible gages with cast polyamide backing and encapsulation featuring large,
rugged, copper coated solder tabs. This construction provides optimum capability for direct
lead wire attachment. [Carrier Matrix (Backing)] 
A: Constant alloy in self-temperature-compensated form. (Foil Alloy)
06: Self-Temperature-Compensation. The S-T-C number is the approximate thermal
expansion coefficient in PPM/ °F of the structural material on which the gage is to be used.
125: Active Gage Length in Mils (thousandths of an inch)
UR: Grid and Tab Geometry
120:  Resistance in Ohms
3.3.1.2   Strain Gage instrumentation 
There were 12 spots on the lead and 4 spots on the cylindrical section for strain gage
installation.  Therefore, a total of 16 rosette strain gages were used for this measurement 
( 48 gages). On one half of the lead, strain gages were installed in the middle to four sides
(top, bottom, right side, left side), in the quarter four sides, and at the end four sides again
as in Figure 3.13  On the cylindrical solid steel spigot, which was inserted into the lead to
strengthen the connection, four rosette strain gages were installed on four sides bottom, top,
right side and left side.Figure 3.14  Also, each of the strain gages (rosette gages) consisted
of three gages, which were located X, Y and diagonal directions.  In the general case;
maximum and minimum normal stresses, and the principle stress directions were not known.
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The angle Ø defines the orientation of the principle planes, that is, the plane on which
principal stress acts.  The angles to the planes of zero shear stress are the same as the angles
to the principal planes.  Therefore, three unknowns s1, s2 and principle angle Ø1 must be
determined in order to specify the state of stress at the point.  Three element rosette strain
gages were used in the experiment to obtain the required principle strain data.  However,
three strain measurements were sufficient to determine the state of strain at a point on the
free surface, which was demonstrated by considering the three gages aligned with axes
longitudinal, lateral and diagonal.  Using the equation of strain transformation:
pA=pxxcos²2A+pyysin²2A+(xysin2Acos2A
pB=pxxcos²2B+pyysin²2B+(xysin2Bcos2B
pC=pxxcos²2C+pyysin²2C+(xysin2Ccos2C
The Cartesian components of strain pxx, pyy, and Jxy were determined by solving the
equations above if pA, pB, and pC were known like in this situation (these data were
supplied from the experiment). The principal strains p1, and p2 and principal direction Ø1
were then determined from:
m1=1/2(pxx +pyy)+½%[(pxx +pyy)²+ (xy²] and m2=1/2(pxx +pyy)-½%[(pxx +pyy)²+ (xy²]
Ø1=1/2tan ¹[(xy/(pxx –pyy)], where Ø1is the angle between the principal direction for m1
and the x-axis. The three rectangular rosette gages were designed with 2A=0°, 2B=45°, and
2C=90°      Therefore;
pA=pxx , pB=1/2(pxx+pyy+(xy) from this equation; 2pB-pxx-pyy=(xy and pC=pyy 
When pA, pB, and pC were substituted the principle strain m1, m2, and principal
angle 21 were obtained in the terms of pA, pB, and pC from the experimental test data.
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m1=1/2(pA +pC)+½%[(pA -pC) ²+ (2 pB-pA-pC) ²], 
m2=1/2(pA +pC)-½%[(pA -pC) ²+ (2 pB-pA-pC) ²]
Ø1=1/2tan ¹(2 pB-pA-pC)/(pA -pC)
0º< Ø1<90º when pB>1/2(pA +pC)              -90º< Ø1<0º when pB<1/2(pA +pC)
Ø1=0º when   pA> pC, and pA= m1                Ø1=±90º when   pA< pC, and pA= m2
Finally, the principal stresses were determined in terms of ,A, ,B, and ,C by the
substitutions into the equations above.
  Strain gage installation can be done in three main steps.  These are: first, surface
preparation; second, strain gage bonding; and third, soldering.
The purpose of surface preparation was to develop chemically and physically clean
and smooth surface for bonding.  The first operation was to clean up the spot where strain
gages would be bonded.  Therefore, the first operation was de-greasing. CSM-1 de-greaser
as a solvent was used with the clean gauze sponge to clean the entire lead.  Then the surface,
where the strain gages were, were abraded to remove the paint and oxides and to develop the
surface texture suitable for bonding with 220-grit silicon-carbon paper.  Abrading was
started with a grinder and a sander, and M-prep Conditioner A was placed in the gaging
areas.  A conditioner was added during the lapping process to keep the abrading surface wet.
Afterwards, the surface was polished and was wiped dry with a clean gauze sponge and was
handled carefully so as  not to drag contaminants back to the gaging area.  Then, using the
320-grit silicon- carbide papers the abrading was repeated. After the abrading was done, the
desired locations were marked with a ball-point pen or a tapered brass rod was used.  After
marking,  the next step, “Conditioner A” was applied repeatedly and the surface scrubbed
with cotton-tipped applicators until the clean tip was  no longer discolored by scrubbing.
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When the surface was properly cleaned, the clean area was wiped with a single slow stroke
of a gauze sponge. The stroke started in the middle of the cleaned area and wiped to  one
side, and the second stroke started from middle to the opposite side.  For each stroke, a new
gauze was used and then the used one was thrown away.  The cleaned area was carefully
protected against any contaminants, which could come from the dragging with the sponge.
In order to provide optimum alkalinity for Micro-Measurements, strain gage adhesives and
the cleaned surfaces had to be neutralized; therefore, the neutralizing was done by applying
M-Prep Neutralizer 5A, and scrubbing the surface with a clean cotton-tipped applicator.
During this operation the surface was kept wet with Neutralizer 5A, the surface was then
dried with a clean gauze sponge using the same procedure mentioned previously (wiping
from the middle to one side then to the opposite side with a single slow stroke).  The surface
was clean and ready for gage bonding.  Technically, this  gage installation should be done
within 45 minutes.
Electrical resistance strain gages are capable of making accurate and sensitive
indications of strains on the surface of the steel, and their  performance depend upon the
bond existing between them and the test part.  Because of their sensitivity, strain gages were
carefully removed from its acetate envelope by grasping the edge of the gages’ backing with
tweezers and placing them on a chemically cleaned glass plate with the bonding side of the
gage facing downward,  and one end was anchored to the glass plate behind the gage and
terminals by M-Line PCT –2A cellophane tape.  The next step was to carefully pick up the
gage and terminals and lift the tape at 30°- 45° angle until the tapes came free with the gage
and terminal which were still attached.  The strain gage was ready for placement; therefore,
the gage tape assembly was carefully positioned.  The tape was held at a shallow angle; the
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align was wiped; the tape was again lifted at a shallow angle until the assembly was free of
the specimen and was repositioned; then  the assembly was again wiped at a shallow angle.
In order to apply adhesive, the end of the tape was lifted opposite the soldier tabs at a
shallow angle until the gage and terminal was freed from the specimen.  M-bond 200
Catalyst was sparingly applied in a thin uniform coat and brushed over the entire gage
surface.  The catalyst was then allowed to dry for at least one minute.  The gage/tape
assembly was held in a fixed position; one or two drops of M-Bond 200 was applied at the
junction of the tape.  The specimen surface was about 0.5in (13mm) outside the actual gage
installation area.  The tape/gage assembly was immediately rotated to approximately a 30°
angle to bridge over the installation area.  Then the tape was slightly held taut, and beginning
from the tab end of the gage, a single wiping stroke was slowly made over the gage back
down over the alignment marks on the specimen.  All these steps for adhesion were done in
five seconds; otherwise the adhesive material would have cured after encountering the air
and adhesion would not work efficiently.  As soon as these steps were completed, the gauze
was discarded and thumb pressure was applied to the gage.  This pressure was applied for
approximately one minute.  It was allowed to stay  for two more minutes to create a better
bond.  The tape was removed by pulling the tape back directly over itself; it was peeled very
slowly and steadily off the surface. 
After the soldering iron reached the operating temperature, the tip was cleaned with
a gauze sponge and tinned  with fresh solder.  The gage tabs were tinned with the soldering.
A small amount of solder was melted on the tip of the soldering iron; then a rosin-core solder
wire was laid across the gage tab and for one second firmly applied the iron tip; finally,  both
the solder and tip were simultaneously lifted.  Eventually, a bright shinny solder was
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deposited on the tab.  If no solder was deposited, the soldering procedure was repeated.  The
three-conductor lead–in wires were first separated into individual leads of  ¾in (20mm), then
1/2in (13mm) of insulation of the wire was stripped away by using the soldering tips to melt
the insulation on both sides of each end of the wires.  It was advised to not use a knife or
other blade.  When the main lead wire was stranded and terminal strips were used, it was
convenient to cut all strands except one to fit the size of the copper pad.  The longer strand
then was then used as jumper wire.  This method made soldering easier, but it was found this
procedure was unnecessary if the lead wires were bonded directly to the solder tabs on CEA-
Series Strain gages.  Each wire was cut by diagonal wire cutters and left 1/8in (3mm) of
exposed, tinned wire.  The lead in wires were tacked to the specimen with drafting tape so
that the tinned end of the wire was spring–loaded and in contact with the solder bead.  The
solder connection was completed as before, for example, by applying the solder and iron tip
for one second and removing them simultaneously. A rosin solvent was applied to the solder
joints. The protective coating (M-Coat A) was applied over the entire gage and terminal for
long term, and it was applied  to 1/8in (3mm) of lead wire insulation. 
3.3.1.3    Test Set up
The experiment was run in the structure laboratory of University of South Florida.
In the structure laboratory, the frame, which had been previously installed, was functioning
as support system to apply force through hydraulic jacks on to the lead shown in Figure 3.15.
In order to apply the nodal load, two hydraulic jacks were located 60 inches from the center
(connection of two pieces) of the lead symmetrically, and two steel plates (20x20) were
located beneath the jack to distribute the nodal load onto the lead where the steel plates
faced.  Figure 3.16.   Therefore, these jacks were installed with the help of the other frame
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system to the main frame.  When the jacks started to push upwards, the fixed big frame
reflected the same load back to the specific location on the lead through the hydraulic jacks.
Between the main big frame and the hydraulic jacks, the Load Cell was placed to measure
the load increments during the experiment period.  Also, at  the top of the Load Cell, one
more steel plate was placed to give a straight surface for the load cell to get the readings
corrected as  shown in  Figure 3.17.  On two sides of the center, hydraulic jacks and load
cells were installed as mentioned above.  Theoretically, the two jacks would have
synchronized while incrementing the load on the lead so that some idea about the capacity
of this lead in tension would be known.  The Load cell no:1 was connected to channel 0 and
other Load cell  no:2 was connected to the channel 1 in Megadac, which is a data acquisition
system.   
The lead was placed on the roller pin support, which restricted the movement on Y
direction under the frame along the west-east side.  Figure 3.18   The steel roller was placed
on the concrete block, which was then placed under the main big frame to support the lead.
There was no horizontal load or it might have slid;  the load was applied just to the vertical,
so there was no reason to restrict either X or Z directions.  
There were three LVDTs located under the lead to measure the displacement,
specifically under the connection due to connection failure.  One LVDT was placed under
the connection on the center; the other two were placed 60 inches from the center
symmetrically. These were also connected to Megadac by separate numbered cables, and
each channel number was chosen according to these cable numbers.  For example, the west
side of LVDT was connected to channel 2 in Megadac; the middle one was connected to
channel 3; and the east one was connected to channel 4.
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 The 16 rosette type strain gages were installed on the  lead section through numbered
and different colored wires as it is shown Figure 3.19.  The first set of strain gages (four
rosette gages) were placed 12 inches from the middle of the lead and were installed on four
sides (up, down, right and left sides) of the cylindrical solid steel spigot.  The second set of
strain gages (four rosette gages) was placed 36 inches from the middle and the third set (four
rosette gages) was placed 95 inches from the middle of the lead.  Therefore, the principal
stresses on three sections on the lead and one section on the solid steel spigot were measured
through the strain data at end of the test.  Also these gages were placed on the four sides of
the lead, and all the gages were numbered for strain readings during the experiment.  Which
strain value belongs to which place was monitored to calculate maximum principal stress and
other stresses that occurred on the lead or spigot sides.  All these strain gages were
connected to Megadac with the previously numbered cables.  The cables, which were
different colors to distinguish them from each other were connected to blocks, had 8
channels sockets to connect them through Megadac, and the blocks had a quarter bridge
configuration.  Therefore, all eight channels were connected to Megadac through circuit
blocks which are called STB 808FB-1.  There were two major functions of these circuit
blocks:
A)   To provide a fast and friendly interface from the bare wire leads of quarter,  half
or full bridge strain gages to the AD 808FB-1 analog input cards.
B)  To provide bridge completion resistors for  quarter and half bridge strain gages.
 These STB`s were either 120S(STB 808FB/120) or 350S(STB 808FB/350), and
provided the interfacing and bridge completion for eight channels of strain gages.  
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Also, there were five screw terminals per channel labeled from left to right V, +, -,
R, G, and three jumpers to set up a half , quarter, or full bridge configuration. For the first
channel in the upper left corner of the STB (recognized as channel 0 in Optim terminology)
were J01, J02, J03.  For example, for J01:  J was jumper, 0 was the channel number, and 1
was the jumper number of the channel.  It is listed as the strain gages connection to the
Magadec as illustrated on figure 3.20 . 
 L: Longitudinal              D: Diagonal            T: Transverse (Lateral)
STB Terminal Block I (1-8) was connected to channels from 40 to 47.
STB Terminal Block Set II (9-16) was connected to channels from 48 to 55.
STB Terminal Block Set III (17-24) was connected to channels from 56 to 63.
STB Terminal Block Set IV (25-32) was connected to channels from 64 to 71.
STB Terminal Block Set V (33-40) was connected to channels from 72 to 79.
STB Terminal Block Set VI (41-48) was connected to channels from 80 to 87.
All cables from strain gage to blocks were passed through the lead holes in the lead,
and came out from end of the lead to connect to the blocks.  For all four gages, the
connection of one section (four sides) was tied to each other to make the connection easier
and more understandable. 
3.3.2 LVDT
The Linear Variable Differential Transformer (LVDT), which is an electro-
mechanical device, is commonly used as a variable-inductance transducer to measure
displacement.  It is designed to produce an AC voltage output proportional to the relative
displacement of the transformer and the armature (Iron core).
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In the experiment, the LSC 4” Model E-314 Long year LVDT`s (sensors#121, 122,
123) were used. It had a 10 volt excitation and the sensitivity was
S=51.809mv/4.027in/10volts.
3.3.2.1 Principle of Operation 
           After the AC excitation signal was applied to the primary coil, voltages were induced
in the two secondary coils. The magnetic core inside the coil winding assembly provided the
magnetic flux path which linked the primary and secondary coils.  Secondary coils were
connected to a series opposing in the center or null position, because the two voltages were
of opposite polarity.  Since the output voltages were equal and opposite in polarity, the
output voltage became zero; also, the null position of LVDT became very stable and
repeatable.  After the magnetic core was displaced from the null position, an electromagnetic
imbalance occurred, and this imbalance generated a differential AC output voltage across
the secondary coils, which was linearly proportional to the direction and magnitude of the
displacement. 
When the magnetic core was moved from the null position, the induced voltage in
the secondary coils, which the core moved toward, increased while the induced voltage in
the opposite secondary coil decreased.
3.3.2.2 Construction
The typical LVDT consists of a movable core of magnetic material and three coils,
which are the primary coil and the other two secondary coils, comprising the static
transformer.
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3.3.2.3 Transformer
          The basic transformer formula states that the voltage is proportional to the top of  the
number of coil windings, which is the backbone of the LVDT.  The formula:
Vout/Vin=Nout/Nin  where N was the number of coil windings and V was the voltage read.
When the iron slid through the transformer, a certain number of coil windings were affected
by the proximity of the sliding core and thus generated a unique voltage output.
3.3.2.4 Open Wiring LVDT
           Most LVDT`s  are wired as open wiring.  The output voltage was proportional to iron
core displacement when the core slid through the transformer.  The formula was:
D=M*Vout, where D was the displacement of the iron core with respect to the transformer,
and M was the sensitivity of the transformer, which was sloped of the displacement-voltage..
3.3.2.5  Ratiometric Wiring LVDT
The other type of wiring was ratiometric wiring.
For this wiring the displacement formula was D=M*(Va-Vb)/(Va+Vb), and there
were many advantages as stated below:
Relative low cost due to its popularity.
Solid and robust, capable of working in e wide variety of environments.
No friction resistance, since the iron core does not contact the transformer coils,
resulting in an infinite (very long) service life.
High signal to noise ratio and low output impedance and negligible hysteresis.
Infinitesimal resolution (theoretically). In reality, displacement resolution was limited
by the resolution of the amplifiers and voltage meters used to process the output signal.
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Short response time, only limited by the inertia of the iron core and the rise time of
the amplifiers. No permanent damage to the LVDT if measurements exceeded the designed
range. [16] 
            3.3.3  Hydraulic Jacks
            In order to apply nodal load, two hydraulic jacks, which were 10 tons capacity (each),
and Enerpac, model 5013, were used.  These cylindrical lightweight hydraulic jacks were
very practical and easy to carry and position since aluminum is a non-corrosive material and
can be used in many caustic environments.  Also it was made of 7075T-6 alloys, with a
complete hard coat treatment, which provided a strength that rivals the strength of steel.  The
composite bearing, which covered the cylinder prevents metal-to-metal contact, reduces the
side load issue and increases the life.  Removable steel base plate and hardened steel saddle
resisted wear caused by use on concrete and other abrasive surfaces.  Capacity range of
hydraulic jacks were up to 150 tons; however, in the experiment, a 10 ton capacity one was
used.  Also, full stroke range was from 2 to 10 inch.  There were four versions, which were
S/A solid, hollow and lock nut and D/  solid –Enerpac hydraulic jacks, which were very
extensive Aluminum line in the industry. [17]  
3.3.4  Data Acquisition System (Megadac)
        Data Acquisition Systems accepts input from a large number of transducers and
automatically process the data.  Even though they are similar to Data Logging systems they
are much faster than Data Logging systems (sample rates from 20,000 to 250,000 per
second), and the on-board microcomputer, memory capacity, and speed of data-acquisition
system incomparably more than data-logging systems.   Sampling rates can be increased by
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replacing DVM with high speed, successive approximation, and analog to digital converters.
The converters utilize samples and hold amplifiers that sample and hold the input value fixed
during the conversion period. For example, for high-speed operations (250kHz) the flash
type A/D converters can be used.  There are some optional components in automatic data
acquisition system, and it can be custom designed. All systems contain six basic subsystems,
which are the controller, signal conditioner, the multiplexer/amplifier, the analog to digital
converter (ADC), the storage or memory unit, and the read out devices.  
                         The controller is a microprocessor that serves as the interface between the operator
and the data acquisition system. The operator enters the directions to the controller through
the front panel keypad.  A liquid crystal display (LCD) supplies readout of the system
operating parameters and select readings of the quantities being measured.  There are some
parameters that affect programming the controller  and data flow.  These are the sampling
rate, the sequence of channels to be monitored, the signal levels to trigger and to stop
recording, the time limits for the same purpose, and the activation limits for supervisory
alarms.  Also, the controller directs the flow of data collected in the random access memory.
The data storing in the RAM buffer can be held for one cycle, erased, or transferred to a
permanent storage medium such as hard disc or, onto high capacity systems, an optical disc.
The signal conditioner consists of power supply, the Wheatstone bridges, and
terminals used to connect the output from a large number of bridges to the multiplexer.  The
bridges are contained on the plug in a circuit board, which can be modified by adding or
deleting fixed resistors to provide for quarter, half, or full bridge configurations.  In this
experiment three wire quarter bridge configuration was applied.  The single wire from the
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strain gage was connected to the (+) screw terminal for the channel, one of two wires on the
other side of the strain gage was attached to the (-) screw terminal while the third lead was
inserted to the R terminal.  J01 and J02 were installed.  J03 was installed in the 2-3 position
as shown in.  Jumpers J+S1 and J-S2 were  installed. 
Commonly, one single power supply was used, and it was highly regulated, by a
constant current supply that can be adjusted to provide about 4mA to the bridge.  There were
two parts in the multiplexer portion of the signal conditioner scanner subassembly: 
 The two output leads were connected to a bank of switches and the cable shield from
each bridge to the differential amplifier. Nowadays, solid-state switching devices are used.
Second, the circuits that control the switching sequences were programmed in the
controller. The low voltage signal from the bridge was switched through the multiplexer to
the differential amplifier. The signal was amplified to be consistent with the full-scale
voltage of the ADC.
There are two types of ADC, which are the dual slope integrating type and successive
approximation type.  The dual integrating ADC is slow if 1K samples per second for low
performance data logging system but the successive approximation ADC are more advanced
acquisition systems due to its speed, which range from 20,000 to 250,000 samples per
second. 
The data from the ADCs are output from the interface unit on a parallel wired data
bus and stored in RAM in first in first out basis.  The data can be downloaded from RAM
to permanent storage medium such as a hard disk.  Data can be stored high on an optical disk
for high capacity systems but not in this case.  The instructions and addresses are transferred
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from the controller by the bus carriers, and it provides for the flow of the data and the
organization of the memory devices.  In digital format disks provide the input data to an
offline computer, which process the data.  Therefore the data can be transferred to spread
sheet through software, which is used specifically for those data acquisition systems. 
ADCs, RAM, multiplexers, and storage devices have been improved; therefore their
capabilities are improved and with the systems capable of 250K samples per second, and a
digital data acquisition system can process several channels of dynamic signals with the
capability of an oscillograph.[18]
The Megadac product of Optim Electronics has very high reliability of data
acquisition and signal-conditioning equipment has been designed to meet demanding
applications in the automotive, aerospace, and structural testing communities. With its
modular design and programmable input and output modules, Megadac is field expandable
to 512 channels and offers 1 gigabyte of on-board memory. Megadac is available in
measuring both active and passive transducers.  Besides that, Megadac 3016 ADC
w/808FB1 Cards  have been used in this experiment.
3.4  Running the test
               As it was mentioned above, all installation was completed on the day before the
test. All strain gages were installed on the lead and hydraulic jacks were supported from the
main frame in the structure laboratory.  Two rollers were placed 25 inches from each end of
the lead, and three LVDT were located one in the center of the lead and the others 60 inches
from the center (connection).  Because of lead weight (3330lb, 1508.76kg), an overhead
crane in the structure laboratory was used in the lifting and placing of all heavy equipment.
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First, in order to check the strength of side direction,  the side of lead was placed up and
down on the support.  Two hydraulic jacks were placed symmetrically 60” from center.
When the hydraulic jack’s pressure of increment started to push the main frame, it
automatically reflected back to the lead.   The total force of two hydraulic jacks were
increased up to   41500lb, and with the parallel the displacement incremented to 6.98”;
however there was no failure and the Load-Displacement graph is fairly linear, after it was
unloaded. Therefore, at least this test provided some rough ideas about the bending capacity
on sides of the lead.  The lead was then flipped 90 degree on the storage axis to get  the same
effect on the connection when it was held by a crane and the hammer was going up and
down.  This side was more critical due to the bending of lead and connection.  While the
hammer was moving up and down the same side became more critical.  This experiment
focused on the up and down side (according to crane hold, front and back).  There was
nothing added to second test, and the same equipment was used again.  The Hydraulic jacks
pushed the same distance from center (60”), and applied the force gradually through
hydraulic jacks. When the total load pressure came up to 160,000lb, it was fairly linear, but
after 160,000lb, the connection yielded, and when the total load pressure reached 170,000lb,
the displacement was 4.29”, and eventually under the same load pressure (170,000lb), the
displacement reached 5.86” which indicated  the connection definitely had yielded.
Therefore, load pressure was decreased gradually until it reached to zero.  After the load
pressure had totally been removed from lead, there was permanent displacement of
2.52inches.
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On the bottom side of the lead connection a permanent gap, which is 5/8” remained.
Figure 3.21  The connection had yield slightly and the deformations, which were mentioned
as vertical displacement and horizontal opening occurred as a result.  Besides the
displacement, the stress distribution on lead was checked and the maximum stress  occurred
on the top and bottom of the solid steel spigot, which had also yielded. The bottom tension
strain was 2340 : p; the top compression was 2430 : p (py=1586 : p).  
           The lead was not deformed; the spigot  caused failure and displacement.  The
permanent displacement was 2.5” even though in the figure 3.22 it was seen as 2-7/8”,
because the string rope was fixed from two ends of the lead, and as it is shown.  Supports
were located 25” from the inside end of the lead.  This means the support location leads
moved upward while the middle sections were displacing downward.  While separating each
part from each lead, the bottom bolts and nuts were punched together; therefore, these could
not be unscrewed by hand tools and had to be cut to remove the parts.  The bolts that were
placed on the top and two sides were unscrewed easily; they did not cause any difficulties
due to any tension or compression effect.  The connection face of the lead was not deformed,
as it was expected to be, but the failure was only very slight, There were no distortions
observed on the connection face of lead even though it was checked after the experiment was
completed.  Figure 3.23
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Figure 3.1 Lead Connection
Figure 3.2 Spigot and Bolts
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Figure 3.3 Holes on The Lead For Instrumentation
Figure 3.4 Placing Under The Frame
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Figure 3.6 Loading 60" From The Center
Figure 3.5 Placing Lead 
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Figure 3.8 LVDT For Displacement
Figure 3.7 LVDT For Middle Displacement
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Figure 3.10 Connection with 12 bolts
Figure 3.9 Permanent Displacement
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Figure 3.11 Bottom Displacement(LVDT)
Figure 3.12 Support 25" From End
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Figure 3.14 Strain Gages on The Spigot
Figure 3.13 Strain Gage Locations
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Figure 3.15 Hydraulic Jacks
Figure 3.16 Applying Nodal Load
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Figure 3.17 Load Cell
Figure 3.18 Pin Support
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Figure 3.19 Deformation Under The Load
Figure 3.20 STB Layout
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Figure 3.21 Permanent Gap
Figure 3. 22 Permanent Displacement
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Figure 3.23 No Distortion on Face
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Chapter 4
 Experimental Results
4.1 Overview
In this chapter, various types of graphical and tabular output from numerous
 strain gages will be discussed. Graphics, which were produced showed the response of
various gage locations compared with each other, and critical locations were discussed.
Graphics were produced from the overall structural response, for example,  Load-
Displacement,  Load-Strain,  Load-Principle Stress-Principle Angle, and Data Point
Numbers were graphically mentioned and the results were discussed.
Prior to calculating the principle strain and stress, 5630 data points from the
experiment were evaluated as load-strain  readings and 16 rosette gages were placed on four
different sections on one part of the lead and the spigot. The first set of rosette gages(G1, G2,
G3, G4) were installed at the twelve, three, six and nine o’clock positions on the spigot. All
four of the gages were centralized as accurately as possible. A second set of rosette gages
(G5, G6, G7, G8) were placed like the first set of gages (on four sides of the lead), but one
foot from the middle of the total length of the lead. The third set (G9, G10, G11, G12) were
installed three feet from the middle of the total length of the lead, the fourth set (G13, G14,
G15, G16) were installed eight feet from the middle of the  lead. This chapter will focus on
the analysis and the correlation of  the test results in respect  to their the location.
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Also, the raw data and the calculated values (principle strain and stress) were
reflected onto charts and graphics to make the structural behavior of the lead more easily
understandable. On the other hand, prior to the modeling, understanding the structural
behaviors are critical in improving the modeling.  The modeling was inspired from the
analysis of the structural behaviors contained in this section.
4.2 Principle Strain-Stress-Angle
 The most efficient way of verifying the reaction of the lead under the load pressure
was to analyze the stress and strain values that resulted from the experiment.  This revealed
where the most critical points were, or which points could have been more flexible or could
have been neglected.  Therefore, it can be concluded how this structure reacted and what
the capacity of the structure was, or these values could assist in designing future leads.
The raw strain data were used in the calculation to arrive at the maximum principle
strains for each spot where the rosette gages were installed. As it was mentioned in Chapter
II  about the rosette type strain gages, the purpose of the gages were to have the maximum
strain.  The rosette gage consisted of three gages, which were placed longitudinally,
diagonally, and transversely (lateral) on the gage.  Since there are three directions, in order
to find the maximum and minimum strain values and the principle angle that gives the
maximum strain, these calculations were done for each rosette gage (16).  The most critical
strain could be the compression,  tension or shear strain. Calculation equations were
mentioned in the  previous chapter. (3.3.1.2)    Due to the failure in the connection, the
maximum strain reading was found to be on the solid steel spigot, which was the main
connection part. The two parts of lead were not failed in the experiment. However, the spigot
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was failed and distorted slightly. When the raw data was  monitored,  G1 the gages
longitudinal showed 2420 µg as max strain and G3 the gages longitudinal had  -2340 µg the
highest strain value under 171,000lb of force which also was in the nonlinear range in the
experiment.   These two gages were located at the twelve and six o’clock positions, and  had
values, which were expected to be the same. Since  the strain difference of the two gages (G1
and G3) were 120 µg, the gages were not perfectly centralized in their placement. Therefore,
this difference occurred.  In addition, the tension occurred on top (G1) and compression
occurred on the bottom(G3) of the solid spigot. (Figure 4.5,Figure 4.9) In addition, in linear
range, the maximum principle strain observed on the longitudinal gages was 1590 µg for the
G1, and 1530 µg for the G2. (Figure 4.7)  Under the same pressure of 144,000lb, the two
diagonal  gages  of spigot which were located  G2 (south) diagonal, and G4 (north) diagonal,
indicated the maximum reading as 114µg, and 102µg which were very low and not critical
in comparison to the G1(up) and the G3(down).  
As seen on the figure 4.4 and figure 4.8, the principle angle is zero for both the top
and bottom gages.  The longitudinal strain gage had the highest strain value. However, on
the side gages, the gage positioned diagonally had the higher strain value and was fairly low
when compared with the top and bottom strain values, and the principle angle was close to
zero. The principle angle was higher than top and bottom angles which were close to 0.1 rad
and 0.6 rad when the maximum load was applied.  The applied load reached 170,000lb, then
reduced back to zero gradually.           
The second set of rosette strain gages were located one foot from the center of the
total length of the lead and did not indicate high strain values. Since these gages (G5, G6,
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G7, G8) are close to the connection, a big portion of stresses were transferred to the
connection. In this case, when the maximum total load pressure was applied, the top and
bottom maximum strain gages(G5 and G7) whose longitudinal strain gages became 344µg,
and 425µg, which were not considered high values. Also the side gages (G6 and G8)
maximum values were -319µg, and -358 µg, and these values belonged to diagonal gages.
(Figure 4.15, Figure 4.19) The top principle angle was zero rad;  the bottom was 0.3 rad
which was very close to zero, but for the side gages (G6, G8), the diagonal gage had the
higher value, and principle angle was around 0.6 rad. As seen in the graph, (Figure 4.12,
Figure 4.16) the top, bottom, and side strains were similar and had low values, and the
principle angle was very close to zero.  But for side gages angle, the graph (Figure 4.14,
Figure 4.18) had  fluctuation which was  from  +0.6 rad to  -0.6 rad. The third gage
set were G9,G10,G11, and G12, which were located three feet from the center of the two
leads. When the longitudinal gage G9 (Figure 4.21) reached  264 µg, it was under 120,000
lb pressure, then reduced parabolically to 160µg as the load pressure reached170,000 lb. The
transverse strain increased fairly linearly under 170,000 lb load pressure and gave 227µg,
which was still very low in comparison to the spigot top and bottom values.  However, the
bottom gage G11 (Figure 4.25) had -1640µg which was almost eight times more than the top
gage value.  The longitudinal strain increased linearly until 170,000lb load pressure.  There
was another issue which needs focused upon and carefully analyzed. The G7 (Figure 4.17)
rosette gage`s longitudinal strain 424µg was lower than G11 (Figure 4.25) which was
1640µg. Both the G7 and G11 were located on the bottom.  The G7 was very close to the
connection at around one foot and the G11 was located at three feet. However, the G11
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indicated a higher strain value than the G7. If the lead was monolithic and had no
connection, the G7 would have had a higher strain because, in that case, the maximum
moment would have occurred in the middle and would have created the maximum stress and
strain. However, in this case, there were connections which took a large portion of the strain
from the middle.  Adding to this is the fact  that the G11 was located at the same spot where
the load pressure was applied, but on the underside of the lead section.  Therefore, the G11
strain became greater than the G7 strain.  
When the side gages were observed, the strain-load versus graph of the G10 and G12
acted similarly. Until 140,000lb load pressure, there were almost no increases, and the strain-
load  remained nearly zero, but after 140,000lb which was nearly the linear range limit for
the spigot, the  maximum strain increased up to 122µg for the G10(diagonal) and
72µg(diagonal) for the G12. (Figure 4.23, Figure 4.27)
The principle stresses were calculated as 47 ksi, which was nearly the yielding stress
for the G11 bottom gage under 170,000lb load pressure, and the principle angle for this
stress was considered to be zero.  Figure 4.24 On the other hand, the top gage G9 gave an
interesting curve similar to the strain, as it was increased to 8 ksi under 12,000lb, and
decreased to 5.3 ksi when the loading reached 170,000lb parabolically, and went up to 6.3
in last 1000lb loading. Figure 4.20 The differences between the top and bottom gages
readings should not have been that high.  Even though the stress values were below the
yielding point, the gages readings indicated the readings were incorrect. Due to the glueing,
the weak adhesions between strain gage and the metal lead surface could have created these
false readings; therefore, after a certain strain level was achieved even when the real strain
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increased on the lead, the strain gage might not have been read correctly.  The principle
angle for this stress was nearly zero again, but during the loading time up to 160,000lb, the
angle went to 0.2 rad.  During the last 10,000lb loading, the angle increased to 0.8 rad, and
it still read very close to zero.  The side gages also experienced similar stresses. While the
G10 indicated 2. ksi, the G12 indicated 3.72 ksi, and both gages had a similar curve. The
G12, up to 160,000lb load pressure, the stress was increased to 1.5 ksi, then suddenly
increased and went up to 3.72 ksi.  The G10  has 0.8 ksi under 160,000lb and then it
increased to 2 ksi, and the principle angle was around 0.6 rad even though there were
fluctuations.   The curve and the stress increments were similar in the two side gages (G10,
and G12) on the graph. (Figure 4.22, Figure 4.26)
The fourth set of gages were G13, G14, G15, and G16, and they were located eight
feet from the connection, which was located in the center of the two lead lengths. The top
longitudinal gage indicated 260µg, and the bottom longitudinal gage indicated -494µg, when
total load pressure increased up to 170,000lb.  The side maximum strain values are 412µg
for the G14 (Diagonal), and 387for the G16 (Diagonal).  Figure 4.32, Figure 4.36  In general,
the fourth set of values, which were located the furthest from the middle connection, were
lower than the other three sets of strain gages. The longitudinal bottom strain gages indicated
that there was more tension strain than the other sides, but also the two sides’ diagonal strain
values were higher than the top longitudinal gages. However, since the strain values were
not considerably high, the strain values were not critical.  Since, the strain values were low,
the stress values were also low. 
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 The sides’ maximum principle stresses were 12 ksi, and 13.3 ksi for both the G14
and G16.  Figure 4.31, Figure 4.35  Even though the stress values were close to each other,
there were still small differences.  Because the G14 and G16 strain gages were not placed
on both parallel sides accurately; the small differences might  have been derived from their
misplacement.  The principle angle was nearly zero, but again there were slight differences
between both of the sides. While the G14 was 0.8 rad, the G16 became -0.4 rad.  For the G13
top gage, the principle stress was calculated as 1 ksi, and for the G15 bottom gage it became
25 ksi. Figure 4.28, Figure 4.33   The principle angle for the G13 decreased during the load
incrementation from 0.3 to 0.1 rad.  However, these were insignificant values and were
neglected and the principle angle would be considered zero.  Stress increments were linear,
and it was parallel with the load pressure. Data readings were very clear and the principle
angle was stable as 0.7 rad, which varied slightly from zero. 
It was necessary to summarize the strain data all over the structure to have a better
understanding of the reaction of the structure under the maximum load.  This would give a
better idea concerning which location was more critical, where and for what reason it was
necessary to have been more practical and more efficient and in which location stresses were
negligible and which ones might assist and stimulate future lead design criteria.
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Table 4.1 Summary of Prominent Load- Strain- Locations
Group
no
Gage
Orientation
Bottom
(:,)
Top
(:,)
South
(:,) 
North
(:,)
Load
(lb)
G1
Long -2340 2420 70.5 0 170,000
Diag -983 871 160 -135 170,000
Trans 2.4 -678 18.2 -55 170,000
Gage no 7,8,9 1,2,3 4,5,6 10,11,12
G2
Long -425 271 270 -261 170,000
Diag -278 5 -319 -358 170,000
Trans 381 344 -222 76.6 170,000
Gage no 19,20,21 13,14,15 16,17,18 22,23,24
G3
Long -1640 260,160 0 46 170,000
Diag -662 203 122 72 170,000
Trans 504 227 88 44 170,000
Gage no 31,32,33 25,26,27 28,29,30 36,35,34
G4
Long -492 260 22 387 170,000
Diag 168 177 415 8.44 170,000
Trans -195 35 0 0 170,000
Gage no 43,44,45 37,38,39 40,41,42 46,47,48
4.3  Load-Displacement
This study focused mainly on the load and the displacement correlation and
understanding the structure behavior as was mentioned during the loading process because
the load displacement curve indicates the capacity of the structure, especially the connection
which is  the most critical part of the structure. However, the displacement where the load
was applied on two sides of the lead was helpful for the modeling which will be explained
in Chapter V in detail.
 From the Load-Displacement curve, the elastic range was monitored as it was
increased to around 144,000lb of load pressure, and  the displacements occurred as 2.09 in
for the first load point (east), 2.99 in for the middle point, and 2.11 in for the second loading
point(west). After that point, the Load -Displacement curves slightly began to yield.  When
the loading reached 165,000lb, the middle point displacement became 3.89 in; therefore, the
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nonlinear portion was clearly observed.  When loading increased incrementally until
170,000lb, the load pressure was ceased.  Therefore, displacement was reached at 4.23 in.
Additionally, during the load  holding period, the middle displacement increased from 4.23
in. to 5.87 in. (Figure 4.2) While applying the same loading range from 144,000lb to
165,000lb, the east loading point displaced  from 2.09 in.  to 2.69 in., and the west loading
point displaced from 2.11 in to 2.72 in. When the load  reached 170,000lb, the east loading
point displacement was measured as 2.93 in, and west loading point displacement measured
as 2.96 in, then both displacements were increased up to 4.09 in.  and 4.13 in.  Due to the
parallel loading, the east and west loading points`  displacements were equal to each other,
and the middle displacement was deformed more than the other two points. Therefore, the
permanent displacement in the middle was measured as 2.48 in. on the east and the west
loading point became 1.71 in. and 1.72 in.  (Figure 4.1, Figure 4.3) Yielding occurred only
on the connection(spigot) after the loading test spigot and the two connection faces of the
lead were measured. Even though deformation on the connection face was neither observed
nor measured by a sensitive straight angle, it was assumed there would be a distortion on the
connection face of the lead and no deformation was measured.  However, the spigot was
deformed, but only very sightly. The permanent deformation was measured as 0.125 in
vertically after the test was completed.  The permanent displacements for the four sides of
the spigot and where the strain gages were placed is depicted in the sketch (Figure 4.37). 
The two sides seemed to not be distorted, but the top end and bottom end (1 and 3) were
deformed slightly.  Although the connection failed, the other connection accessories were
not distorted except for one bolt connection located on the tension side (bottom). All of the
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bolts, two for each side, four for the top and from three bottom bolts were easily removed.
The bottom middle south bolt had to be cut loose because the distortion of the threads would
not allow them to work properly. 
When 144,000lb of  load pressure was applied, the principle stress was calculated as
46 ksi, which was the yielding limit of steel that is used for the manufacturing of the steel
spigots.  The maximum principle strain was 1590:,.  Since these values were the most
critical in the experiment, it was more convenient to consider those for the indication of the
linear portion.  Therefore, 144,000lb total force, 3.01 in. in the middle displacement, and the
maximum moment was calculated as 6840kip-in.  Simply, if it was calculated  from
Fx=M/Sx, the stress would have been 44.12 ksi which was 5% less than the real value. Also,
the strain equation ,=Fx/E; the strain was calculated as ,=(6840/29000)*1,000,000= 1409:,
which was 11% less then the real maximum strain value that resulted from the experiment.
These values are similar to each other.  This data and the calculations were in the linear
range.  From the experiment -46 ksi, stress was the reference parameter, which indicated the
limit of the linear range  for the modeling in chapter V.
On the other hand, the manual calculations mentioned below were not similar to the
test results, but it gave an idea about the structure’s behavior.  The moment of inertia
calculated was similar to one of Berminghammers’ calculations, but varied slightly. Also,
the manual calculations resulting were stiffer than the modeling and the experimental results.
Moment of Inertia of The Lead :
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Table 4.2 Moment of Inertia Calculations For Ixx
Part area(A i) yi Aixyi Aixyi2 Ii=bh3/12 (Ix)I
1 3 0.5 1.5 0.75 0.25 1
2 4.48 0.16 0.7168 0.114688 0.038 0.152688
3 3 0.5 1.5 0.75 0.25 1
4 5.46 7.82 42.6972 333.8921 84.59 418.482104
5 5.46 7.82 42.6972 333.8921 84.59 418.482104
6 3 15.14 45.42 687.6588 0.25 687.9088
7 4.48 15.48 69.3504 1073.544 0.038 1073.58219
8 3 15.14 45.42 687.6588 0.25 687.9088
TotalX 31.88 249.3016 3118.261 170.256 3288.51669
yt=AiYi/Ai 7.82
Yb=15.64-yt 7.82
Ixx=Ix-A iyt2 1338.978
Table 4.3 Moment of Inertia Calculations For Iyy
Part area(A i) Xi AixXi AixXi^2 Ii=bh^3/12 (Iy)I
1 3 1.5 4.5 6.75 2.25 9
2 4.48 10 44.8 448 73.17 521.17
3 3 18.5 55.5 1026.75 2.25 1029
4 5.46 2.8 15.288 42.8064 0.073 42.8794
5 5.46 17.2 93.912 1615.286 0.073 1615.3594
6 3 1.5 4.5 6.75 2.25 9
7 4.48 10 44.8 448 73.17 521.17
8 3 18.5 55.5 1026.75 2.25 1029
TotalY 31.88 318.8 4621.093 155.486 4776.54
Xt=AiXi/Ai 10
Xb=20-Xt 10
Iyy=Iy-AiXt^2 1588.579
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Table 4.4 Moment of Inertia Calculations with Holes For Ixx
Area No Ai(in2) yi Aiyi (Aiyi)yi Ii (Ix)i
1 2.8 7.8 21.84 170.352 11.43 181.782
2 2.8 7.8 21.84 170.352 11.43 181.782
3 1.6 15.48 24.768 383.4086 0.014 383.4226
TotalHx 7.2 68.448 724.1126 22.874 746.9866
Total X 31.88 249.3016 3118.261 170.256 3288.517
Total Hx 7.2 68.448 724.1126 22.874 746.9866
Totalx 24.68 180.8536 2394.148 147.382 2541.53
Yt=AiY i/A 7.327942 in
Yb=15.6-7.32 8.28 in
Ixx=(Ix)I-Ayt^2 1216.246 in^4
Table 4.5 Moment of Inertia With Holes For Iyy
Area
No
Ai(in2) Xi AiXi (Aixi)xi Ii (Iy)i
1 2.8 2.8 7.84 21.952 0.037 21.989
2 2.8 17.2 48.16 828.352 0.037 828.389
3 1.6 10 16 160 3.33 163.33
Total 7.2 72 1010.304 3.404 1013.708
TotallY 31.88 318.8 4621.093 155.486 4776.579
Total Hy 7.2 72 1010.304 3.404 1013.708
Total 24.68 246.8 3610.789 152.082 3762.871
Xt=AiX i/A 10 in
Iyy=(Iy)I-Axt^2 1294.871 in^4
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Table 4.6 Moment of Inertia With Holes For Second Section of Ixx
Part Ai yi Aiyi Aiyi2 I=bh3/12 (Ix)=Aiyi+I
1 3 0.5 1.5 0.75 0.25 1
2 7 4.45 31.15 138.618 0.146 138.764
3 3 0.5 1.5 0.75 0.25 1
4 5.46 7.82 42.6972 333.892 84.59 418.482
5 5.46 7.82 42.6972 333.892 84.59 418.482
6 3 15.1 45.42 687.659 0.25 687.909
7 4.48 15.5 69.3504 1073.54 0.038 1073.58
8 3 15.1 45.42 687.659 0.25 687.909
Total 34.4 279.735 3256.76 170.36 3427.13
yt=Aiyi/Ai 8.13
yb=h-yt 7.47
Ix=(Ix)-Aiyt2 1152
St=I/yb 154
Side Holes
Part Ai yi Aiyi Aiyi2 I=bh3/12 (Ix)=Aiyi+I
1 2.8 7.8 21.84 170.352 11.43 181.782
2 2.8 7.8 21.84 170.352 11.43 181.782
Holes 5.6 43.68 340.704 22.86 363.564
Total 28.8 236.055 2916.06 147.5 3063.56
yt=Aiyi/Ai 8.196347
yb=h-yt 7.403653
Ix=(Ix)-Aiyt2 1128.776
St=I/yb 152.4621
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Table 4.7 Moment of Inertia of Spigot and Bolts(Connection) of Ixx
Part Ai yi Aiyi Aiyi2 I=bh3/12 (Ix)=Aiyi+I
1 41.2 7.9375 327.025 2595.761 135.09 2730.851
2 0.785 1.625 1.275625 2.072891 0.785 2.857891
3 0.785 1.625 1.275625 2.072891 0.785 2.857891
4 0.785 1.625 1.275625 2.072891 0.785 2.857891
5 0.785 1.625 1.275625 2.072891 0.785 2.857891
6 0.785 1.625 1.275625 2.072891 0.785 2.857891
7 0.785 9.25 7.26125 67.16656 0.785 67.95156
8 0.785 6.625 5.200625 34.45414 0.785 35.23914
9 0.785 9.25 7.26125 67.16656 0.785 67.95156
10 0.785 14.25 11.18625 159.4041 0.785 160.1891
11 0.785 14.25 11.18625 159.4041 0.785 160.1891
12 0.785 14.25 11.18625 159.4041 0.785 160.1891
13 0.785 14.25 11.18625 159.4041 0.785 160.1891
Total 50.62 397.8713 3412.529 144.51 3557.039
yt=Aiyi/Ai 7.859961
yb=h-yt 7.740039
Ix=(Ix)-Aiyt2 429.7862
St=I/yb 55.52766
All moment of inertia calculations above is reflected to graph which correspond to
 yielding moment.  Also for recommended   maximum moment yielding moment is multiplied
with 0.6 constant value for safety.(Figure 4.39)
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In the linear range Hand Calculations For Displacement:
ksi=1000*psi            kip=1000*lb
E=290008ksi            Ixx=1304in4          Iyy=13988in4                 A=31.7in2
l=360in                      F=72kip                  Sx=167.4in3                Sy=140.3in3  
M72=F*95*in                      M72=570kip-ft
tan$=570/(95/12)                tan$=72
tan$=y1/(95/12*3)               y1=tan$*95/(12*3)              y1=190
M1=0.5*(95+60)                  M1=6.45 kip-ft
tan"=y2/(95/12)                  y2=tan"*95/12                   y2=3.958
A1=(y2*95/12)                      A1=15.668
A2=y2*(60/12)                      A2=19.791
A3=(6.458-y2)*60/(12*2)      A3=6.24
M0=A1*y1                             M1=A2*y2
*max=[1/(E*Ixx)]*[ I M0*M1dx]
*load=[1/(E*Ixx/12³)]*(A1y1+A2*y2+A3*y2)
*load=[1/(29000*1304/12³)]*(15.668*380+19.791*570+6.25*570)
*load=0.95in
In the Linear Range Displacements Hand Calculations with the Spring(Bolts):
Bending Moment:
h: Distance between two bolts.
A: Area of bolts' cross section.
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L : Length of bolts
n : Number of bolts
Nbolt=0.466in             h=12.625in         E=29000ksi               n:4                 Lbolt=8in
Abolt=B*Nbolt²/4                            Abolt=0.17in² 
2=u/h                           Fbolt=Fbolt/Abolt                  M=Fbolt*h
,bolt=Fbolt/E               u=,*Lbolt
M72=Fbolt*E*h*Abolt
M72=(u/Lbolt)*E*Abolt*h
M72=(2*h/Lbolt)*E*Abolt*h
M72=[h²*E*Abolt/Lbolt]*2                        Where, K=(h²*E*Abolt*n/Lbolt)
Therefore;      M72=K*2
2=M72/[h²*E*Abolt*n/Lbolt]                       2=570/[12.625³*29000*0.171*n/8]     
2=1.442*1/10³   
*spring=15*2*12                                       *spring=0.260
Gravity:
Total Weight=3300lb                                 Total Length=360in
T=3300/360                                               T=9.25 lb/in
*grav i ty=5*T *Lbo l t4/ (384*E* Ixx)                
*gravity=5*9.25*8*8*8*8/(384*29000*1304)
*gravity=1.305*1/100000
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*total=*load+*spring+*gravity
*total=1.21In displacement
In the experiment, when the same load (2*72000lb) applied to the structure, 2.32 in
displacement was read.  Therefore hand calculation gives  52% of actual displacement which
is very accurate. 
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Figure 4.1 Lvdt1 Load-Displacement Curve
Figure 4.2Lvdt2 Load-Displacement Curve 
Figure 4.3 Lvdt3 Load Displacement Curve
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Figure 4.5 G1 Strain-Load
Figure 4.6 G2 Principle Stress-Angle and Load 
Figure 4.4 G1 Principle Stress-Angle and Load
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Figure 4.9 G3 Strain-Load
Figure 4.7 G2 Strain-Load
Figure 4.8 G3 Principle Stress-Angle-Load
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Figure 4.11 G4 Strain- Load
Figure 4.12 G5 Principle Stress-Load
Figure 4.10 G4 Principle Stress-Angle and Load
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Figure 4.13 G5 Strain-Load
Figure 4.14 G6 Principle Stress-Angle and Load
Figure 4.15 G6 Strain-Load
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Figure 4.16 G7 Principle Stress-Angle and Load
Figure 4.17 G7 Strain-Load
Figure 4.18 G8 Principle Stress-Angle and Load
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Figure 4.19 G8 Strain-Load
Figure 4.20 G9 Principle Stress-Angle and Load
Figure 4.21 G9 Strain-Load
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Figure 4.22 G10 Principle Stress-Angle and Load 
Figure 4.23 G10 Strain-Load
Figure 4.24 G11Principle Stress-Angle and Load
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Figure 4.25 G11 Strain-Load
Figure 4.26 G12Principle Stress-Angle and Load
Figure 4.27 G12 Strain-Load
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Figure 4.28 G13 Upward Principle Stress-
Angle and Load
Figure 4.29 Downward Principle Stress-Angle
and Load
Figure 4.30 G13 Strain-Load
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Figure 4.31 G14 Principle Stress-Angle and Load  
Figure 4.32 G14 Strain-Load
Figure 4.33 G15 Principle Stress-Angle and Load
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Figure 4.34 G15 Strain-Load
Figure 4.35 G16 Principle Stress-Angle and Load
Figure 4.36 G16 Strain-Load
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Figure 4.37 Deformation on Spigot
Figure 4.38 Moment-Displacement Diagram
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Figure 4.39 Moments & Moment of Inertia
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Chapter 5  
 Numerical Modeling  
    
5.1     Introduction
In this chapter, the numerical modeling of the Lead Section will be discussed in
detail.  The Lead is modeled using Finite Elements Program ANSYS and Feap, and the
results from the modeling and the test data will be compared in the next chapter.  
 First, the lead section was modeled and analyzed in the linear range, and the results
agreed with the test data.  In the non-linear range, the analysis was performed under
displacement control; therefore forces, strains, and stresses were predicted.  The lead section
had small geometric holes on the two side faces and on the bottom face.  These small holes
helped the lead to be more practical in instrumentation. These small holes did not have a
considerable effect on the stresses on the lead and were neglected in the modeling.
5.2     Defining Geometry
The geometry was created in ANSYS using the following command:
Preprocessor > Modeling(Create) > Key points > On working plate 
Preprocessor > Modeling (Create) >Lines > Straight lines
The geometry of the lead has to be carefully modeled due to the complication of
connection, which links two sections by 12 bolts and one steel solid spigot.  The complexity
of the geometry can sometimes caused numerical problems.  The box section was modeled
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using shell element, and the bolts and the spigot were modeled using beam elements.  All
elements had to be defined in a three dimension box section, including the bolts and the
spigot. Therefore, while defining the box geometry for shell element, the middle points of
thickness of the box section were defined as key points.
First, the key points were created on the X, Y, and Z coordinate system.  Key points
are generally very useful to create any geometric shape and make it easier to control or
modify any kind of geometry.  There were a total of 46 key points used to create the whole
geometry.  The lines were created by using the key points.  Through lines, the key points
were connected together, and each key point was shared by two neighboring elements.  For
the spigot connection, it was necessary to create extra key points which were numbered 45,
and 46. In order to create these two key points, eight more key points were added as
9,10,11,and 12, and 41,42,43, and 44.  These ten key points belong to two elements, which
created the bottom shell and the spigot. Figure 5.1  Therefore, both key points  45 and 46
belong to the bottom shell and beam (spigot) at the same time.  The  joints, 14-24, 16-26, 21-
31, and 29-19, were common key points to both shell and beams (bolts).
Through key points, lines were used to create the areas of the shell elements, but for
the beam elements a line could be defined as a beam.  Also it was possible to create areas
directly through the key points.  Using the arbitrary option in modeling, it was possible to
create an area either by lines, or through the key points.  The order of the key points were
 important to create an area in ANSYS; the picking of a line should not be crossed when
creating an area by lines.
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5.3   Defining Element Types
The elements were defined using the following commands:
Preprocessor > Element Type > Add/Edit/Delete
The ANSYS element library contains more than 150 different element types.  Each
element type has a unique number and a prefix that identifies the element category.  The
following categories are available in ANSYS:
BEAM, CIRCUit, COMBINation, CONTACt, FLUID, HF(High Frequency),
HYPERelastic, INFINite, INTERface, LINK, MASS, MATRIX, MESH, PIPE, PLANE,
PRETS(Pretension), SHELL, SOLID, SOURCe, SURFace, TARGEt, TRANSducer, USER,
VISCOelastic (or visco plastic).
Also, the element types determine among other things:
The degree of freedom set (which in turn implies the discipline structural, thermal,
magnetic, electric, quadrilateral, brick, etc.)
Whether the element lies in two-dimensional or three-dimensional space.  As
mentioned earlier, the lead section is modeled using beam shell and  elements and will be
described as below. 
5.3.1   BEAM4 Element Type
Beam4 is an element with tension, compression, torsion, and bending capabilities.
The element has six degrees of freedom at each node displacement in the X, Y, Z directions
and rotations ROTX, ROTY, ROTZ around the X, Y, Z directions respectively.
The problem faced was there were many types of elements in the same problem.  For
the box section, lead is modeled using shell elements, and all the thicknesses of the shell
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section were considered in the linear range. During the experiment there were no distortions.
For the main connection part the spigot, two different element types were used for the linear
and nonlinear cases respectively. For the linear case, the 3D Elastic Beam4 for bolts
connected the four corners and the spigot; for nonlinear case 3D Elastic Beam4 was used for
bolts; 3D Plastic Beam 24 element type was used for the spigot.    
5.3.2   SHELL63 Element Type
The elastic Shell63 element has both bending and membrane capabilities.  These
types of elements allowed for two types of loads, planes and normal,  to be applied.  At each
node, six degrees of  freedom are defined the x, y, z displacement and the rotations around
the x, y, and z axes.  Stress stiffening and large deflection capabilities are included.  A
consistent tangent stiffness matrix option is available for use in large deflection (finite
rotation) analyses.  There are some similar elements which are:  Shell43, Shell181(plastic
capability), and Shell93 (mid-side node capability).
The Shell63 element is defined by four nodes, four thicknesses, an elastic foundation
stiffness, and an orthotropic material properties.  Orthotropic material directions correspond
to the element coordinate directions. The element coordinate system orientation is described
in the coordinate systems. The element x-axis may be rotated by an angle THETA (in
degrees).  The thickness is assumed to vary smoothly over the area of the element, with the
thickness input at the four nodes, but if the element has only a constant thickness, only TK(I)
needed to be input.  If the thickness is not constant, all four thickness must be inputted
separately.  
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The elastic foundation stiffness (EFS) is defined as the pressure required to produce
a unit deflection of the foundation.  The elastic foundation capability is bypassed if EFS is
less than or equal to zero.
Element loads are described in both Node and Element Loads.  Pressures can be
inputted as surface loads on the element face.  Positive pressure acts upon the element, and
edge pressures are inputted as force per unit length.  The lateral pressure loading may be
equivalent to the (lumped) element load applied at the nodes or distributed over the face of
the element.  The equivalent element load produces more accurate stress results with flat
surface, or  the elements representing a curved surface or for elements supported on an
elastic foundation since certain fictitious bending stress are eliminated.
5.3.3   BEAM24 Element Type
Beam24 is a 3D thin-walled beam type element, with an arbitrary cross-section (open
or closed).  It has tension, compression, bending and St Venant torsional capabilities.  Any
open cross-section or single-celled closed section can be used.  The element has six degrees
of freedom at each node: displacement in x, y, z directions and rotations about the x, y, and
z axes.  Also the element has plastic, creep, and swelling capabilities in the axial direction
as well as a user-defined cross-section.  The cross-section is defined by a series of
rectangular segments which are connected to each other.  The orientation of the beam along
its longitudinal axis is specified by a third node. The geometry, the node locations, and
the coordinate system for this element are shown  as an example in  Figure 5.2.  The element
is defined by nodes  I and J in the global coordinate system.  Node K defines a plane (with
I and  J) containing the element z axis.  The element z axis runs parallel to the centroidal line
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of the element and through nodes I and J.  Node K is always required to define the element
axis system and it must not be collinear with nodes I and J.  If this element is used in large
deflection analysis, the location of K is used only initially to orient the element.
The straight segments are created and input into the element y-z plane.  The centroid
and shear center locations of the beam, with respect to the origin, define the implied nodal
offsets.  In addition, real constants are needed to be used to describe the cross section of the
beam.  The input consists of the coordinates (y, z) of 20 segment points in the element y-z
plane and the thickness of the corresponding segment (TK) in a y, z, TK format.  All 20
points are not needed to be used in defining the cross-section. The segments are inputted so
they make a continuous outline of the cross-section.  The end-point of one segment is the
beginning point of the next segment.  In some cases segments may be given zero thickness
in order to backtrack over previously defined segments to continue the outline.  The
thickness in y, z, TK is the thickness of the segment that is defined by this point and the
previous point. Therefore, the first point thickness is not used and becomes zero. 
Even though the spigot was cylindrical, it was approximated with an equivalent box
section as shown in Figure 5.3, Figure 5.4.   From  table 5.1 the moment of inertia (Ix) of the
beam was calculated as 133in4, while the cylindrical spigot`s moment of Inertia (Ix) was
calculated 135in4 in Table 5.2.
5.4   Defining Real Constant
The following command is used to define the real constant.
Preprocessor > Real Constant >Add...
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Element real constants are properties dependent upon element types, such as 
cross sectional properties of a beam element. For instance, real constants for the 2D BEAM3,
beam elements are: area (AREA), moment of inertia (IZZ), height (HEIGHT), shear
deflection constant (SHEARZ), initial strain (ISTRN), and added mass per unit length
(ADDMAS).  All element types do not require real constants, and some element types may
have different real constant values.  As with element types, each set of real constants has a
reference number, and the table of reference number versus real constant set is called the real
constant table.  While defining the element, it is necessary to point to the appropriate real
constant reference number using the REAL command:
Menu > Preprocessor > Create > Elements >Elem. Attributes 
If there are multiple element types, a separate real constant set (different real constant
reference numbers) should be used for each element type.  The same element type can also
reference several real constant sets.
In this model three element types were picked for plastic deformation, and five sets
of real constants were defined.  Element Type1, SHELL63 was used with Set 1, Set 2, and
Set 3.   Set 1 defined the top and bottom thickness, which was 0.32 in.; Set 2 defined the
vertical thickness which was 0.4 in.; and set 3 defined the thickness of the four external top
and bottom parts, which was approximated to 1 in.  For element Type2, BEAM4 was used
with Set 5, which defined the cross-sectional areas of bolts, and it was determined that the
bolts were not yielded during the observation at the conclusion of the experiment.  
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Since the connection part spigot was distorted, the spigot was modeled as 3D
BEAM24, and Set 4 was used to define its thickness and the global coordinates(y, z) of the
segmental rectangular beam.
5.5   Defining Material Properties
Most element types require material properties, and depending on application,
material properties can be linear or nonlinear.  Each set of material properties has a material
reference number with element type and real constants.  This material reference numbers
versus material property sets table are defined Material Table.  The material property sets
may have multiplied within one analysis.  ANSYS identifies each set with a unique reference
number. 
5.5.1   Linear Material properties
The material properties are defined using the following command:
Menu >Preprocessor >Material Props >Material Models
Linear material properties can be constant or temperature-dependent, isotropic or
orthotropic.  The appropriate property label must be specified as EX,  EY,  EZ for Young`s
modulus,  KXX, KYY, KZZ for thermal conductivity.  For isotropic material, only the X-
direction needs to be defined ; the other directions default to the X direction value. For
example, in this model the following command is used to define material property:
MP,,,,,,,,
MPTEMP,1,0
MPDATA, EX, 1,,29000                          Young`s modulus for material, ref. No. 1 is 29000
MPDATA, PRXY,1 ,, 0.30                     Major Poisson's ratios (also PRYZ, PRXZ).
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The material properties used in this model correspond to a constant, isotropic, linear
type, which was chosen from material library available through the GUI.  Young`s modulus,
density, coefficient of thermal expansion, Poission`s ratio, thermal conductivity and specific
heat are defined for this type of model. 
  In this model, the Young`s (EX) modules as 29,000,000 psi and Poission`s ratio
(PRXY) to be 0.3.   These volumes are for all element types,  shell63 element, beam4 and
beam24. 
5.5.2     Nonlinear Material Properties
Nonlinear material properties are usually tabular data, such as plasticity data (stress-
strain curves for different hardening laws), magnetic field data (B-H curves), creep data,
swelling data, hyper elastic material data, etc.   
In addition to the elasticity modulus and Poission`s ratio which were assumed to be
29,000,000psi and 0.3, tangent modulus and yielding stress need to be defined.  Tangent
modulus  model selected to be 3 percent of Young`s modulus, and the yielding stress is
assumed to be 46 ksi. 
5.6   Defining Mesh
The command (Main Menu> Preprocessor> Mesh Tool)  helps to provide a
convenient path to many of the most common mesh.  The Mesh Tool is an active “tool box”,
not only because of numerous functions or tools that it contains, but also once it is opened
, it remains until it is closed.  There are many short cuts in ANSYS commands via the Mesh
Tool. These are can be mentioned as below:
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Controlling Smart Sizing Levels
Setting element size controls
Specifying element shape
Specifying meshing type(free or mapped)
Meshing solid model entities
Clearing meshes
Refining meshes
In this model, two major factors were considered when specifying element shape;
desired element shape and dimension of the model to be meshed.
Main Menu> Preprocessor> Mesh Tool
                                         >Meshing-Mesher Opts
                                                     >Meshing-Mesh> Volumes-Mapped> 4 to 6 sided
First the size of each element was determined by the default
specifications.(SMRTSIZE or DESIZE).  The element sizes that the program chooses may
or may not be adequate for the analysis, depending on the physics of the structure.  One way
to change the mesh would be to change the default SmartSize level (SMRTSIZE) and
remesh.  In this model for all shell elements the size area was chosen to be two inches.  For
bolts, beam element  size control was chosen to be 1 inch and each bolt was selected as line
and defined.  The solid spigot connection was sized as one inch and other sides were sized
as five inches.  In addition to specifying element shape, free or mapped style should be
chosen to mesh the model.  Therefore, for both shell and beam  elements mapped option was
chosen to mesh the model.  For shell through four key points model was meshed, and for
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beams through Picked Lines model was meshed. in this model.  The final mesh consist of
7630 shell elements Figure 5.5, and 21 beam elements.  Figure 5.6
5.7  Applying Load and Obtain The Solution
In this step, the solution option was used to define the analysis type, analysis option,
apply loads, specify load step options, and initiate the finite element solution.
5.7.1   Applying Load
Loads are used in ANSYS as boundary conditions(constrains, supports, or boundary
field specifications) as well as other externally and internally applied loads.  The load
ANSYS program is divided in to six categories:
DOF Constrains
Forces
Surface Loads
Body Loads
Inertia Loads
Coupled-fields Loads
All loads can be applied on solid element (key points, lines, and areas or nodes and
elements).  For instance load can be specified at a key point or a node.  It can be specified
on lines and areas or on nodes and element faces. Even though if load was specified on the
solid model, the program automatically transfer it to the nodes and elements at the beginning
of the solution.  There are different advantages and disadvantages of applying load on solid-
model or finite element model.  In this model, loads were applied on a total of 16 nodes for
both sides of the lead section.   For the linear analysis, 10,000lb was applied for each node;
therefore, a  total 160,000lb was applied vertically downward from two point, and it caused
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a -2.43 in displacement, which is almost the same with the experiment data. However, for
a nonlinear case, the analysis was carried out under displacement control.  The same 16
nodes were displaced -4 in on the same place, where the load was applied, but on the bottom
plate because all displacement values were measured from the bottom in the experiment.  In
modeling, in order to make a kind of simulation between experiment and modeling in
ANSYS, displacements were applied on the bottom shell. Additionally,  gravity load which
was lead`s weight was applied as a load on the lead system also.  At the two ends of the lead
to stimulate pin support(Y direction was constrained), five node points 24 in far from the
end,  were restricted from each side.  On the east side, all DOF were constrained, but on the
west side just Y direction was constrained.  Therefore, while fixing one end, it was allowed
to move horizontally to other end.
5.7.2   Obtain The Solution
Main Menu> Solution
After entering data into the solution processor, analyses type and options can be
defined.  -
5.8   Modeling and Experimental Results Comparison
In this thesis, a comparison between analytical and experimental results is conducted.
The analytical results were derived using by Feap and ANSYS. 
Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show the global experimental and analytical load-deformation
response of the structure respectively. The analytical response was derived using the finite
element program ANSYS, assuming the structure is behaving elastically. From the test
results, it is observed that yielding started at a load level that equals 144,000lb. The peak
load was shown to equal 170,000lbs, and resulted in a permanent middle displacement of
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2.5” after unloading. The analytical results agreed well with the test results in the linear
range. Figure 5.6 shows the global experimental and non-linear analytical load-deformation
response. The analytical response was derived using the finite element program Feap. From
the figure, the analytical results agreed well with the experimental ones in both the linear and
nonlinear ranges. Figure 5.8, obtained from ANSYS, shows the deformed configuration of
the entire structure at yielding. The experimental principle and longitudinal strains in the top
of the spigot section are shown in Figures 5.10 and 5.11 respectively. The analytical
longitudinal strain contour plots at yielding are shown in Figure 5.11. The experimental
longitudinal strain at yielding equals 1590 :,, while the analytical value equals 1830 :,. The
experimental longitudinal and principle stresses are shown in Figures 5.12. The analytical
longitudinal stress distribution is shown in Figure 5.13. The maximum analytical stress in
the spigot is shown to be equal to 46.8 ksi. Figures 5.14 and 5.15 show the contour plots of
the shear strains and stresses respectively. The maximum shear stresses and strains occurred
in the region near the connection. The previous results confirmed the accuracy of the
analytical model in predicting the local behavior of the connection.
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Figure 5.1 Connection Key Points
Figure 5.2 B24 Thin Beam Example
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Figure 5.3 Thin Beam in Design
Figure 5.4 General Mesh & 7630Shell Elements 
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Figure 5.5 Connection Mesh & 21 Beam Elements
Figure 5.6 Load-Middle Displacement Comparison Between Experiment and Feap 
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Figure 5.7 Load-Displacement Lvdt1 Comparison Between Experiment and
ANSYS
Figure 5.8 Deformed Shape 
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Figure 5.10 G1 Principle Strain 
Figure 5.9 Connection Displacement
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Figure 5.11  Normal Strain Z Direction Principle Strain
Figure 5.12 G1 Principle Stress
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Figure 5.13 Principle Stress
Figure 5.14 XZ Shear
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Figure 5.15 Shear YZ
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
This study discusses the testing and modeling of a pile driving lead section
manufactured by Berminghammer Engineering Foundation.  This section is denoted as a C15
due to the inclusion of two standard C15x33 channel sections to make up the lead cross-
section.  This type of equipment is necessary for the installation of deep pile foundations
which transfer large structural load to deep bearing strata.
The section was tested in the USF structures laboratory under four-point bending
while monitoring load, displacements and strains.  In addition, a numerical analysis of the
tested specimen was conducted using two finite element programs, ANSYS and Feap, in
order to verify and calibrate the experimental data. 
The conclusions of this works are described below:
a)  The failure mode observed during the experiment was mainly due to the yielding
of the connection.  However the connecting plates were not distorted.  No yielding in the C-
type box section was observed.  Also, all the bolts faired well did not fail. 
b) The capacity of the lead section under the described loading condition has been
shown to be equal to 144 kips, which is adequate for most practical cases.  The
corresponding mid-span displacement has been recorded as 3 inches, and the displacement
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Table 6.1 Allowable Hammer Weights for C15
under the load was 2.1 inches.  Also, corresponding strain was observed as 1590:,, and
yielding moment was calculated as 570kip-ft.  
c) The maximum applied load was 172 kips, and the corresponding mid-span
displacement was 5.87 inches.  At the location of the load (5` from mid-span) the
displacement at the maximum load was 4.1 inches.  The strains and stresses at that load
level, recorded at  the top of the spigot, were 2240 :, and 70 ksi respectively.   
d) The non-linear global behavior of the section could be captured accurately with
beam-type elements such as the ones available in the Feap library.  These beam-type
elements captured accurately the local connection behavior, a three dimensional finite
element model such as the one performed by ANSYS  is needed.
e) The allowable moment is calculated as 342kip-ft with safety factor 0.6.  Than it
is  correlated with the capacity of lead section that can carry max weight of hammer  with
the variable lead inclinations.  Table 6.1 gives some idea about capacity of C15 lead section
in Kips.
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Figure A1 Positioning with Europan Type Lead  
Appendix A Lead Section Tables
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Figure A2 U-Type Lead Section with Pin Connection
Appendix A(Continued)
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Table A3 Different Types of Lead Section
Appendix A (continued)
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Table A4 Properties of C15-C12 Lead sections
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Appendix B Hammer Specifications
Table B1 Air-Activated oil and fuel injection B-2005 Hammer
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Appendix B (continued)
Table B2 Air-Activated Oil Fuel Injection B-3005
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Figure B3 Air-Activated Oil and Fuel Injection B-3505
Appendix B (continued)
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Appendix B (continued)
Table B4 Air Activated Oil and Fuel Injection B-4005 Hammer
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Table B5 Air-Activated Oil and Fuel Injection B-4505
Appendix B (continued)
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Table B6-Air-Activated Oil and Fuel injection B-5005 Hammer
Appendix B (continued)
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Table B7 Air-Activated Oil and Fuel Injection B-5505
Appendix B (continued)
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Appendix B (continued)
Table B8 Air-Activated Oil and Fuel Injection B-6005
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Table B9 Air-Activated Oil and Fuel Injection B-6505 Hammer
Appendix B (continued)
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Appendix B (continued)
Table B10 dcp Diesel Hammer(HPH 1200)
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Appendix B (continued)
Table B11 dcp Diesel Hammer(HPH 2400)
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Appendix B (continued)
Table B12 Delmag Diesel Hammers
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Appendix B (continued)
Table B13 Diesel Hammers Comparison
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Appendix B (continued)
Table B14 Standard Frequency Vibrators
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Appendix B (continued)
Table B15 Vibratory Hammers
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Table B16 Vibratory Hammer Comparison
Appendix B (continued)
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Appendix B (continued)
Table B17 ICH Hydraulic Hammer
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Table B18 HPSI&MENCK Hammer
Appendix B (continued)
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Appendix B (continued)
Table B19 Vulcan Air Hammer
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Table B20 HPSI Hydraulic Hammer
Appendix B (continued)
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Appendix C Feap File
Feap * *  Bursi composite beam (N & mm), Full Bond
,,3,2,3,2,200
parameter
e=18 
n=7
h=1.0
i=1.0
j=0.271
d=15.6*h
f=14*h
w=0.295*h
t=0.4527*h
a=2.559*h
b=2.165*h
z=47.24*h
c=0.5*h
g=0.32
k=0.4
l=1
coor
  1,1,0.,0.
 e+1,,360,0.
elem
1,1,1,1,2
e, ,1,e,e+1
   
boun
2,,0,1,0
e/2-2,,0,1,0
e/2+4,,0,1,0
e,,1,1,0
disp
e/2-2,,0.,-4.,0.
e/2+4,,0.,-4.,0.
ml1d
concr_2,2
-5.34*i,-0.002,-0.05,0.1,0.*i,1.d10*i
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Appendix C (continued)
steel_1,6
37.0*i,29.0d3*i,0.03
0.,0.,0.,0.
steel_2,7
37.*i,29.d3*i,0.03,20.,0.925,0.15
0.,0.,0.,0.
STEEL_2,8
70.*i,28.5d3*i,0.014,20.,0.925,0.15
0.,0.,0.,0.
STEEL_2,9
360.*i,3650.*j,0.1,15.,0.925,0.15
0.,50.,0.,50.
BOND_1,10 
 2.5, 360.*i, 3.5, 12., 250.*i  ! bond prop's u1,q1,u2,u3,q3
-2.5,-360.*i,-3.5,-12.,-250.*i
10.,0.4,1.3,1.3
BOND_2,12 
 2.5, 325., 2.5, 12.0, 125.  ! bond prop's u1,q1,u2,u3,q3
-2.5,-325.,-2.5,-12.0,-125.
5.,0.4,2.3,2.3
BOND_2,11 
 2.5, 360.*i, 2.5, 10., 250.*i  ! bond prop's u1,q1,u2,u3,q3
-2.5,-360.*i,-2.5,-10.,-250.*i
10.,0.4,1.,1.
HYSTER_1,4
 1.d10,1.d-5,0.1
-1.d10,1.d-5,0.1
0.,0.,0.,0.
fsec
1
8,1
n,1,16,1,1.,1.
-d/2+g,-f/2
d/2-g,-f/2
d/2-g,-f/2+k
-d/2+g,-f/2+k
n,1,16,1,1.,1.
d/2-g,-f/2
d/2,-f/2
d/2,f/2,
d/2-g,f/2
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Appendix C (continued)
n,1,16,1,1.,1.
-d/2+g,f/2-k
d/2-g,f/2-k
d/2-g,f/2
-d/2+g,f/2
n,1,16,1,1.,1.
-d/2,-f/2
-d/2+g,-f/2
-d/2+g,f/2
-d/2,f/2
n,1,1,16,1.,1.
-d/2+l,-f/2-3
-d/2+1,-f/2
-d/2,-f/2
-d/2,-f/2-3
n,1,1,16,1.,1.
d/2,-f/2-3
d/2,-f/2
d/2-1,-f/2
d/2-1,-f/2-3
n,1,1,16,1.,1.
d/2,f/2
d/2,f/2+3
d/2-1,f/2+3
d/2-1,f/2
n,1,1,16,1.,1.
-d/2+1,f/2
-d/2+1,f/2+3
-d/2,f/2+3
-d/2,f/2
conn
2.8*h^2,-d/2,b,4
4,4,4,4
mate,1
user,03
5,1,1,1
1,1,1,1,1
0.,0.
0.,0.,0.,0.
0.,0.
0.,0.
0.,0.
5,1,1,1
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Appendix C (continued)
1,1,1,1,1
0.,0.
0.,0.,0.,0.
0.,0.
0.,0.
0.,0.
SENS
1,1,42,0
end
BATCH
prop
end
2
0.,0.
100.,1.0
0.,0.
BATCH
tplot
nopr
dt,,0.5
loop,time,200
loop,,10
tang,,1
next
time,200.0
disp,all
reac,all
stre,all
next,time
end
disp,e/2+1,2
reac,e/2-2,2
stop
